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PLASMA .JCCNE3CTC THEORY 
L A .  Tidman 
Univeruity of Maryland 
College Park, Maryland 
Our resewch is i n  the  f i e l d  of fundamencal plaema kinet ic  
theory with applications t o  problems i n  space physics. Some of our 
current ac t iv i ty  is %he following: 
Drs. Montgomery and Tidman have been studying methods f o r  obtaining 
asymptotic se r ies  solutions t o  non-linear d i f fe ren t ia l  e q w t  ions (methods 
deveLoped 'by Bogoliubov, Krylov, and others). We have applied these 
methods t o  calculate some frequency s h i f t s  &ich occur i n  non-lhee,r 
waves i n  cold plasmas* These m y  be detectable i n  laboratory pltzamas. 
The problem of $he structure of a plasma shook wave i n  a hot plasma 
is being attempted using these techniques. It seems possible t o  calculate 
the  asymptotic structure of the leading edge of a shock wave t h i s  way, A 
rigourous shock wave theory is  a prerequisite f o r  ariy theory of Type I1 
solar  radio O U ~ ~ U ~ E ~ S .  These bursts are thought t o  originate in  shock 
waves i n  the  m l a r  corona - but no convincing theory f o r  them yet -xists .  
D r .  Guernsey has succeeded i n  deriving a divergerice - f r e e  kinet ic  
equation fo r  a plasm. The most fundamental k inet ic  equation derived t o  
crate i s  the  so-called Balescu-Lenard equation. (the counterpart f o r  a 
Coulomb gas of the  Boltzmann equation for  a molecular gas) However the  
Balescu-Lenard equation has been plagued by a divergence associa-bed with 
the  short range part  of the  coulomb potential,  and which previously was 
removed by an unsatisfactory cut-off procedure. 
The foXLowi& problems a re  being carried o ~ t  by students: 
A study of i n i t i a l  value problems (using ~ a ,  computer) f o r  t he  Guernsey- 
Balescu-Lermrd equation i n  i ts  exact non-linear form is being made. The 
simplifying aseumption which makes Chis poesible is t o  r e s t r i c t  con- 
sideration only t o  homogeneous plasmas i n  which t b s  velocity dls t r ibut ions  
are i s o t r t ~ i c .  
Wave prapagation i n  r e l a t i v i s t i c  plasmas is being studied using the  
r e l a t i v i s t i c  Vlasov equations. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT RLhaBll 
STUDIES OF PAIR-CORRIdLATIONS XN PLASMA TIXEORY 
C. S. Wu, E. H. Klevans, J. S. Zmuidzinas 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 
We have started a series oP systematic studies on various 
fundamental problems in plasma physics,, The approach is based 
on the so-called BRGKY hierarchy equations. The purpose of 
the research is to investigate the effects of the two-particle 
correlations in numerous plasma phenomena, Extensive study 
along this line seems to be very significant and important in 
the most recent development of advanced plasma kinetic theory, 
In the past few years the self-consistent field apprcxiination 
(or the Vlasov theory) based on the collioionless Boltzrnann 
equation has been extensively exploited and been proved very 
useful to understand many higb-frequency wave and stability 
problems in a plasma, The theory indeed gives fairly accurate 
x7esults for the wave dispersion relation for a high temperature 
and low density plasma. This is reasonable since the wave 
frequency is usually much higher than the collision frequency, 
so that collision cannot produce any important effect. However, 
for the phenomena of damping or growth of the waves, the 
characteristic time scale may be of the same order as the 
collision time and thus the two-particle correlatj.ons may give 
rise to significant modifications to the results obtained from 
col1isionless theory. This conjecture has been verified in 
the first of a series of theoretical studies taking place here.(l) 
We have extended the Landau Vlnsov theory of plasma oscillations, 
which indicates that in the long wavelength limit the damping 
would vanish, and found a dainpfng Lndependent of wave number K 
due t o  electron-ion correlation. Since this correlation dm;>i::; 
i s  much greater than the Laizdau dtunpil~g, one may easily iinag5.rLa 
the correlation would tend to stabilize or to delay those 
microinntabilities predicted by %he collfsi~nZess theory, This 
II (1) Wu, C. S. and Klevans, E. H. Theory of Plsma Oscllla- 
tions with Pair Correlations to be published in the 
Proceedings of 6th Tnternational Conference on Ionization 
Phenomena in Gases, Paris, France, Suly, 1963. 
motivates us Lo re-examene the  well known two seream i n s t a b i l i t y  
with binary comelat2,orl talcen i n t o  account. 
A t  the present time, our group is inves t iga t ing  severa l  
probleins simultaneousby, a l l  based oin the kineEic theory 
with two-particle corre la t ions .  These problems can be l i s t e d  
as f o l l ~ u ~ s :  
1. The effect; of d i f f e ren t  electron and ion temperatures U~I- 
conductivity, 
2. Elec tron-ion %~~npera ture  relaxakion, 
3.  Kinetic equation fop a plasma LII a weak externa l  
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  
4. AY an extension of ( 3 ) ,  the e lec t ron  ruiaaway phenomenon, 
5. Effect  or" pair-carrelat ions on a $v?o stream i n s t a b i l i e y .  
Willard E. Meador, Jr. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 
Efforts to understand the nlechanisms of energy, mass, 
momentum, and charge transfer from one region of a gas to 
another, for example heat flux through the boundary layer of 
a reentering space vehicle, necessarily involve two general 
areas of study: (1) collision dynamics (evaluation of 
Hirschfelder omega integrals and/or Chandraseidiar diffusion 
coefficients), and (2) statistical frameworks in wliich the 
collisions occur. Research at Larigley has been concerned 
primarily with the quantum mecha~iical aspects of particle 
interaction potentials up tc,r and including dissociation pro- 
ducts, some results being obtained at the same time in such 
sideline topics as basic quantum and statistical theories, 
statistical simplifications, Liouville chain breaking, 
relativistic effects, inelastic collisions, and resonant 
exchange phenomena. These will be discussed in more or less 
general terns with the main emphasis on the following two 
current projects, they being the ones most pertinent to plasma 
dhrsics . 
Project I is an evaluation of the binary diffusion model 
in connectloin with stagnation point heat transfer. This 
model treats a partially ionized gas as consisting of only 
two components, molecules on the cne hand and atoms, ions, 
and electrons on the other, for pwposes of calculating 
reaction thermal conductivity. It is felt that previous 
applications of this technique all involved tzirealistic 
assumptions concerning the behavior of fons and charge ex- 
change effects on ofm-diagonal matrix elements; reasons for 
this speculation, purely suppoPted by data already obtained, 
will be presented. New ways of determining electron-electron, 
electron-ion, and ion-ion cross sections will be listed, as 
well as a discussion on the pkjsical interpretations of 
diffusion models and boundary layer properties (frozen versus 
equilibr?lwn, atomic insulation or not) . 
-2 is an attempt'eo develop systematic checks on 
binary collZsLon s.t;atis'cics such as the Boltzmann and Fokker- 
Planck equations. Long range coulomb forces are such as to 
render extremely dubious the assumptions that multiple 
interBctions are not important and that cluster effects apart 
from deDye shielding do not occur. Of particular interest is 
the possibility that these clouds become somewhat warped and 
difficult to form as the temperature increases. In this 
connection the conditions fcjr the validity of Vlassovls 
equation have been made more explicit and a method outlined 
for Snti*oducing collision terms in a formal way, the next 
step being a derivation and check of Fokker-Planck correla- 
tion functions. 
As time permits, discussion will be offered concerning 
our present feelings on resonant and nonresonant charge ex- 
change, electron-neutral quantum collisions and statistics 
for partially ionized gases. 
MHD PROBLBMS RELATED TO THE IN12ERPLANETARY 
MAGNETIC FTELD 
D. Adamson 
NASA Langley Resea~ch Center 
Hampton, Virginia 
An investigation of the stability of the bounding surface 
of the magne,ospheric cavity is being made. Whether or not 
this interface is stable has important bearing on a variety 
of geophysical phenomena. In view of the sparsity of articles f3 in the neighborh~od of the interface (some tens per cm ), the 
assumption of continuum flow invoked in analyses made t o  date 
is open to question. IiZlrther thought. is being given to t h i s  
problem. ,' Xt .:appears that by virtue of the existence .of an 
interplanetary magnetic field a constraint is plaoed on the 
particle motions and "modified" continuum equations are appli- 
cable, The outcome of these basic considerations have not 
only relevance to the problem of interface stability but will 
reflect on all aspects of behavior of the interplanetary 
medium and the kinds of instability to which it may be subject. 
In an investigation made recently and reported in NASA 
TN D-1010 a correlation was established between the occurrence 
of solar prot~n events and intense geomagnetic storms (those 
having an A:, index exceeding 80). A subsequent suljcrficial 
statistical analysis of such intense stom data revealed a 
periodicity of approximately 12 months which was thought to 
indicate that'the magnetic fields at the earth's orbital 
distance are stationary instead of corotating with the sun. 
Actually, a more detailed analysis has disclosed the periodi- 
city is more nearly 13 months, indicating a slow rotation of 
the magnetic fields in the direction of the earth's motion, 
Such a concept i s  at variance with the water hose model. 
In  water hose model, recur- 
rence would be every 27 days, 
the  ro ta t ion period of sun. 
In annual recurrence model, 
the recurrence period would be . 
the  o rb i t a l  period of the earth. 
This model i s  supported by the  
THEORY OF SOLAR WIND- 
GEOMAGNETIC FSELD INTERACTION 
C. C. Chang 
Catholic University 
Washington, D. C. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF DISCHARGB AT NEUTRAL POINT 
A. Bratenahl 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 
Currently in preparation is an experiment to facilitate 
the study of a discharge at a neutral point in a.magnetic 
field. Isolated points, lines, or planes, where the field 
vanishes, we shall refer to as "neutral points. " If the 
field lines encircle the point, we shall call it an O-point. 
If the field lines are hyperbolic in the neighborhood of the 
point we shall call it an X-point. Through the agency of a 
neutral point the total flux of a system may be changed, The 
X-point is of special interest in a plasma since, besides the 
total flux, the general topology of the field may be changed 
through the severing and reconnection of lines of for e 
These matters are systematically discussed by Dungey. ?11 
The process at an X-point car) evolve very rapidly even in 
systems where the conductivity is extremely high and the hydro- 
magnetic approximation is valid, In this case, the usual 
assumption of infinite conductivity everywhere must be aban- 
doned at least in the neighborhood of the point and due 
account paid to the fact that all natural plasma systems have 
a finite resistivity. 
The X-type neutral point is of general interest in 
hydromagnetic plasmas on the asti~ophysica,l scale. For ex- 
ample, it is an essential n redient in ?3abcockts theory of 
the solar magnetic dynamo.f27 A rather dramatic example in 
solar physics is almost certainly to be seen in the flare, 
which is currently understood %n 'terms of an explos ve r 
lease of stored magnetic n rgy at a neutral point. 3 1 7  t 8) On the other hand, Parker 9 has prepared a rather exhaustive 
summary and analysis of various theories of the solar flare, 
and concludes that no presently proposed..theory is adequate 
to explain it. He then makes several interesting alternative 
suggestions including the poeslbility that some unknown 
instability might be present, 
Simultaneously, but quite inde n ently of Parker's a! B study, Furth, Kileen and Rosenbluth 0 identified not one 
but three instabilities at X-type neutral points and calcu- 
lated their rates of growth, Although their analysis was 
applied to a study of 1abora.t; r plasmas o f  controlled 
thermonuclear interest , JaggZflg) has already apglied their 
theory t o  the  so la r  f l a r e  with in te res t ing  r e s u l t s .  It i s  
c l ea r  t h a t  current  theore t ica l  treatments d i f f e r  r a t h e r  
widely i n  e s s e n t i a l  points and one i s  l e f t  with the impression 
t h a t  sortie experimental s tudies  might be helpful  and timely. 
O u r  current  experiments produce an X-type neu t ra l  point  
along the l i n e  of contact formed a t  the i n s t a n t  of c o l l i s i o n  
of two outv~ardly expanding cy l indr i ca l  shock waves. These 
shock waves a r e  produced by two inverse pinch devices mounted 
s ide  by s ide  i n  a common vacuum system. The advantage of 
this.arrangement l i e s  i n  the f a c t  t h a t  the i n i t i a l  and f i n a l  
s t a t e s  of the system a re  well  behaved and can be calculated 
with reasonable confidence. The t r ans i t ion ,  which involves a 
change i n  topology of f i e l d  l i n e s ,  w i l l  be studied by well 
Icnovrn techi~iques , f o r  example, iiiagne t i c  p ~ o b e s  ancl the Kerr 
c e l l  camera. 
We are under no i l l u s i o n  t h a t  we a re  making a working 
sca le  model of the s o l a r  f l a r e .  What we hope t o  do, i s  gain 
some ins igh t  through experiment t o  a problem t h a t  turns  out 
t o  be sornetvhat more complicated than had heretofor been supposed. 
For example, it may be expected t h z t  $he behavior a t  an X-type 
point woad be s t rongly dependent on the r e l a t i o n  of the i n i t i a l  
s t a t e  of the system t o  those f i n a l  s t a t e s  t h a t  a re  topolo- 
g i c a l l y  accessible  t o  i t  through the  agency of the neut ra l  
point  i t s e l f .  Hence contrary t o  Dungeyts s implif ied analysis ,  
the i n t r i n s i c  property of the  point i s  not l i k e l y  t o  be the 
primary f a c t o r  determining the t r ans i t ion .  
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THREE BODY COIJLISIONAL RECOMBXNATION OF CESIUM ICONS 
AND ELECTRONS IN AN OPTICALLY THIN PLASMA 
J, V. Dugan, J r ,  
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The r a t e  of three body recombination between ces2m ions 
and electrons i n  a non-equilibrium plasma i s  calculated em- 
ploying the method of Byron e t  a 1 . 1 ~ 2 ~ 3  The main postulate  
of the Byron model is  t h a t  de-excitation of bound electrons 
from excited s t a t e s  is the r a t e  l lmi t ing  s t e p  i n  the k ine t i c s  
of recombination. Once captured, the r a t e  a t  which e lec t rons  
can reach the ground s t a t e  (recombination) i s  governed so le ly  
by the r a t e  a t  which sl!szrelastic co l l i s ions  cause de-excitation, 
:FPx . These sca t t e r ing  events occur when free electrons receive e de-excitation energy of the atomic c o l l i s i o n  as k ine t i c  
energy. This de-excitation r a t e  i s  computed fo r  all sta tes  and 
i s  found t o  have a minimum a t  a p a r t i c u l a r  energy l e v e l  f o r  a 
given e lec t ron  temperature, This mini:mu-n r a t e  i s  e f fec t ive ly  
the recombination r a t e .  Radiative enlission i s  neglected as a 
de-excitation process i n  the range of e lec t ron  dens i t i e s  con- 
sidered and a11 atomic l e v e l s  are assumed t o  be i n  equilibrium 
with the f r e e  electrons.  
The ross  sect ion f o r  atomic exci ta t ion  a s  derived by 
Gryzynski.4 i s  u t i l i z e d  with the s t a t i s t i c a l  mechanical 
pr inc ip le  of de ta i led  balancing t o  compute RDEX through thec ; '  
various energy l eve l s .  Seventy-two known elebtronic  iev :Is4 
of the cesium' atom a re  t rea ted  d i s c r e t e l y  f o r  each t r a n d k i o n .  
Byron e t  a1 obtained R p ~ X  f o r  potassium by a s s w i n g  t h a t  a 
contii~uum of l eve l s  exis ted above and below any l eve l  E*. Also, 
the exact form of the i n e l a s t i c  cross sec t ion  has been used 
ra the r  than the approximation of reference 3 ,  
The model i s  applied t o  a cesiwri seeded argon plasma (of 
i n t e r e s t  f o r  MEID generator work) where cs+ i s  the on y ion i n  B the range of e lec t ron  number densities N,, 1013 - 1 ~ ~ .  cm-3, 
and e lec t ron  temperature Oe, 500-10,000~ Y. Trapping of 
emitted radia t ion  was ignored, 
Supplementary csloulat ions were made employing the J I t ~ n g e l o 6  
recombination model where competing s teps  a re  considered with 
electrons "tracedf' through the atomic l e v e l s .  When Bohr- 
Thomson i n e l a s t i c  cross sect ions are  used, the method yieLds 
a divergenk recombination r a t e ,  A s imila~ ca3culation using 
the Gryzynaki cross sect ions i s  now i n  progress. 
Results a r e  within an order  of magnitude of reference 3 
but the p l o t  of R vs 0, display more f i n e  s t ruc%ure and 
the minima f o r  cef:HItm a re  sh i f t ed  from the potassium values. 
It can be sa fe ly  concZuded t h a t  the attainment of conductive%y 
leve l s  necessary f o r  MED power generation w i l l  be d i f f i c u l t  
espec ia l ly  a t  temperatures below 3000' K .  
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THE AFTERGLOW TECENTQUE IN PLASMA RESEARCH 
'2 E. H. Holt, R ,  E.  aske ell? J. S. MendelLa 
Rensaalaer Polytechnic Institute 
Troy, Nev~ Uorlc 
The paper reviews a number of projects recently completed 
at Rensselaer. An analysis of the plasma afterglow in nitro- 
gen has been made using mul tiple diagnostic techniques1. 
This work is reported by K. C. Stotz in a separate paper. In 
connect on with it a gated microwave radiometer has been de- 8 veLoped which detects a LOOK. difference beeween the tempera- 
ture of the electron gas of the plaama and the temperature 
(room) of the ion and neutral molecule gas. With larger 
temperature differences a time resolutian of the temperature 
variation of the ele?tron gas to within P microsecond can be 
made, 
A new theoretical approach to the problem of electro- 
magnetic wave propagation ip agnetoplasmas has been formulated Y and experimentally verified3 . The electromagnet used in 
this work is of a particularly simple and flexible design5. 
A magnetic field of 10,000 gauss is generated in a volune 16 
inches long and 6 inches. in diameter by a flat helix of 100 
turns which is energized by a bank of wet cells. The magnet 
operates for one minute at a time and no cooling arrangements 
are necessary, The magnetoplasma i% represented by a trans- 
fornation matrix wliich operates on the input wave to produce the 
, output wave. The terns of this matrix are functions of the 
orthogonal components of certain input and output wave polar- 
izations. If the response of tk? medium to these wave polwi- 
zations can be measured, then the trans$smnation matrix can be 
calculated and the behavior of the medium for all other waves 
can *be predioted, The experimental circuit used to verify 
this theory 3.s qhown in Figwe 1, A K-band klystxon supplies 
a rsignal which is given a.pre-determined polar3zation by means 
of suitnble microwave components. This wave is laundered 
along tkbe axis of the magnetic field, It traverses a p l a 8 ~  
created by a pt.lse of r, f , energy at 4.7 mop The output wave 
impgnges on a second conical horn and i8 guided into a trlmode 
turnstile junction which serves aa a polarbeter to divide the 
wave into orthogonal components. After two stages of hetero- 
a dyning the two aignalq are applied to %he p5aZ;es o f  an X-Y 
oscilloscope an8 the golari&lon ellipse of the wave Zs die- 
played directly, The transfoxmation matrix has been measured 
for this experdmental arrangement, It has been used $Q predZet 
the wave polarization whicth propagates unohanged Iibough the 
plasma and the wave pslax'izatian whirrh propagates with maximum 
intsnaity. 
1 Now at A i r  Boroe Cmbrldge '~eaearch Laboratory, Bedford, Mass. 
2 Now at Pratt and Whitney Afrarwft, E. Ra~.t;ford,.Com, 
. . 
A study of the interaction between a quiescent plasma and 
a bunched, relativistic electron beam has been made both 
theoretically and experimenta;j-.l..yb;. The purpose of the work 
was to detect radiation outsiae the plasma vessel due to the 
propagation of Cerenkov-type waves in the plasma electron gas, 
Such waves were expected to be generated by the electron 
bunches of the beam. The experimental arrangement is shown 
in Figure 2. The high voltage generator is pulsed to produce 
plasma in the cell at discrete intervals. The plasma denaity 
is moni.t;ored by means of a microwave bridge. At; pre-determined 
times in the afterglow the linear accelera$or is triggered and 
a burst of electron bunches is fired through the plasma. 
Provision was made to detect the radiation with a microwave 
receivep. No radiation above threshold was detectable showing 
that the radia on produced must have a power level of lesa 
than 0.11 x lo-fh watts p3r cm. path traversed by the beam. 
1, K. C. Stotz, "~nvest~gation of Plasma After Glows with 
Application in ~itrogen~, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
Plasma Research Laboratory, Tech. Rep. No. 9, June 1963, 
2. W .  C. Taft, K, C. Stotz, E. He Holt, "A Gated Radiometer 
for plasma-Af terglow study", Trans . - IEEE Instrumentation 
and Measurement, (tc be published). 
3 .  R. E, Haskell, E. H. Holt, "study of Electromagnetic Wave 
Polarization in Magneto-plasmas by a Matrix MeEhod of 
Crystal 0ptfns" Proc, IRE, 49, 1584 (~ctober 1961). 
4. R, E. Haskell, "~olarization Tranaf onninb Properties of 
Anisotropic ~lasmas" , Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
Plasma Research LaboratoryA Tech.Rep.No. 8, August 1963. 
5. J. E. Mdzki, E. H. Holt, Ten Kilogauss, Air Cooled 
Magnet for Plasma ~esearch", X v ,  Sci. Xnstr., 3, 1155, 
October 1963. 
I1 6. J. S . ~endeil, Investigation OF Plasma Oscillations 
Stimulated by a Pre-Bunched Electron Ream from tk Ren- 
sselaer Accelerator, " Rensselaer Polytechnic Instituter 
Ph, D. Thesis, September 1963. 
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ELECTRON COLLISION PHENOPIENA IN NITROGEN 
K. C, Stotz 
REIISSELAER POLYTECHIIL C INSTITUTE 
Troy, New York 
There is a continuing need for cross-section m asurements I: of electron collision processes in gases. Bourdeau , for 
example, has pointed to the need of data on the recombination 
coefficient in atmospheric gases in order to understand ionos- 
pheric phenoii~sna. This paper reports the results of a study 
of electron collision processes in nitrogen obtained by the 
afterglow tec'mique . i~hltiple diagnostic techniques were 
used to arrive at a clear understanding of the experimental 
conditions. 
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. 
The basic microwave interferome-her shown by the solPd lines 
is used to obtafn measurements of the electron density and 
collisfon f~equency. In the past, coefficients obtained 
using the interferometer circuit have differed from values 
obtained by the cavity technique. It was suspected that the 
difference could be accounted for by the fact that the elec- 
trons had not relaxed to room temperature in early interfero- 
met.er experiments. Therefore a gated microwave radiometer2 
was developed .and used to monitor the electron temperature 
in the afterglow. It is shown schematically as the dotted 
lines in the figure. Results employing this device have 
verified that earlier measurements were made in non-thermal 
plasmas. 
The monochromator in the figure was used in an attempt to 
identify the ions through visible spectra. OnLy N2 spectra 
were ~btained, but this does not eliminate the presence of 
the N$ ion (since dissociative recombination of N$ would be 
.indicated by the presence of an N2 spectra). 
The ambipolar diffusion cosff$dent times pressure obtained 
for nitrogen is, Dap = 123 * 24 em Torr sea-l in the pressure 
range 0.2 to 4.5 Torr a t  room temperature Thi corre ponds 9 to a rnobility at oOC, 760 Tom of 2.85 ems sec-8 volt--.. The 
recombination coefficient increases trikh pressure from 4 x 10- 8 
cm3 sec-1 at 0.25 Torr to 6.8 x 10'7 cm2 aec'l at 7.1 Torr. 
The recombination .mechanism is attributed to the dissociative 
secomblnati~n of the N$ ion, a: though the three-body reoom- 
bination of +he N$ ion may play a significant role. The 
temperature measurements have indicated a source of hot 
electrons in the early afterglow which has been attributed 
to the presence of metastable molecules, 
Further temperature measurements are in progress and a 
time of flight mass spectrometer 1s under construction to 
provide data on the density of the several ion species as a 
function of time in the afterglow. 
In the future it is proposed' to apply these multiple 
diagnostic techniques to the measurement of transport coef- 
ficients in the 3resence of a magnetic field. This program 
is discussed furYLhw in the paper by D. A. Huchhtal. 
1. Bourdeau, Robert E., "space Flight Studies of the 
~onosphere", Proc. of the NASA-University Conference on 
the Science and Technology of Space Exploration, Vol. 1, 
NASA SP-11, p. 118, December 1962. 
2. Taft, W. C., Stotz, K. C., Holt, E. H., "A Gated Radiometer 
for Plasma Afterglow Study", Trans. IEEE Instrumentation 
and Neasurement, (to be published). 
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VOLUME ION PRODUCTION COST AND SPECTROSCOPXC 
DIAGNOSTICS IN A HELIUM PLASMA 
R. J. Sovfe 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
h 
' A theoretical calculation OF the energy required for 
volwe ion production has been made for the core of a partially 
ionized heliwn plasma that is apticslly thin and in which a Max- 
wellian dutribution of electron vt3locities prevails, Inelastic 
electron-atom collisions that result in excitation of atomic 
e,Iergy levels are the only loss mechanisms considered. The 
energy requirement is computed by considering the rates :for 
the competing processes of excitation and ionization,. .The 
results show that the energy required for volume i ~ n  produc- 
tSon decreases sharply from-78 to 43.5 ev/i~n as the Blectron 
kinetic tern erature increases f r ~ m  6 to 60 ev and then decreases 
slowly to 3 8 ,5 ev/Lon at an electron kinetic temperature of 
200 ev, The ion production rate and the power consumed in ion 
production for a steady state plasma have also been evaluated 
as a function of electran kinetic temperature. These quanti- 
ties are found to increase at a decreasing rate 4s the electron 
energy is increased, 
Investigation of a p~eviously published spectrosctrpic 
diagnostic technique for dete~?minationof el.ectrJon temperature 
and percent ionization in a heliwn plasma has shown that the 
result8 obtained by using this method will be pressure dependent 
due to the effects of secsndary processes on the intensity 
ratios studied. This technique has been revised using helium 
excitation functions that are Snsensitive to pressure in the 
range 0 - 130 microns, The results of this revised technique 
are presented in the accompanying figure. In this figure the 
electron kinetic t;emperature is obtained directly from the 
observed intensity ratio of the helium neutral spectral lines 
a% 5047 A and 4713 A. The quantity F(kTe) which ia the ratio 
of the averaged excitationcross-sections of the 4686 A HeII 
spectral line and the 5047 A Hex line is then determined from 
the known value of the electron kinetic temperature. The 
percentage ionized, P, i s  then calculated by using F(~T,) and 
the observed Intensity ratio..of the 4686 A HeIZ line and the 
5047 A HeI line. 
ELECTRON TEMP, ev 
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ELECTRON BEAM MODE DISCHARGE STUDIES 
3. Litton, Sr, 
Electronic Systems & Products Division 
Martin Company 
Baltimore 3, Maryland 
Under NASA contract NASW-714, The Martin Company is con- 
ducting research to determine the basic mechanisms of the 
Electron Beam Mode Discharge (Fig. 1). The wcrk consists of 
a set of diagnostic experiments and'their analysis in terms 
of events which cause a perforated or open wall hollow cathode 
discharge to generate a high impedance, energetic electron 
beam. 
The various txpes of diapnostic experiments being conducted 
are: Langmuir probe, electron beam probe, rnicrorvave diagnostic 
and spectroscopic methods. These several aGproaches have 
resulted in data which does in fact indicate that the Electron 
Beam Mode Discharge is an entirely different form of discharge 
from its bi-stable mode in the same cathode. These results 
were first confirmed e;cperimelztally by observation of the 
Helium lines in the discharge. 
The microwave studies have demonstrated the effect of the 
transparency of the mesh upon volume ionization interior to 
the negative glow, llle Langmuir probe data indicates that 
electron densities ..: this region are higher, and electron 
temperatures lower, bhan intuitively expected for a high 
impedance discharge. 
It is clear from both the Langmuir probe data and the 
spectroscopic data that the Electron Beam Mode Discharge is a 
fundamentally different effect from the normal hollow cathode 
discharge even when the latter is one of the modes of the same 
cathode which produces the Electron Beam Mode Disctharge, Ob- 
servation of spectral line intensity radiation in both the 
hollow cathode discharge and electron Beam Mode Discharge 
indicates the relative effect of electrons and positive ions 
in th se two modes pespectivelg are dominant, The orange line 
(5875f) for the Electron Beam Mode Discharge is significantly 
larger tha~ that of the hollow cathode discharge and the green 
line. (5015~) for Vie hollow cathode discharge is greater than 
that of the Electron Beam Mode Discharge. Classically, these 
two l i n e s  have been used t o  indica te  the  occurrence of 
d i f f e ren t  types of ioniza t ion  taking place,  The green l i n e  
i s  stronger when electrons produce the ioniza t ion  and the 
orange l i n e  is  stronger when pos i t ive  ions a re  the ionizfng 
agent. 
The l a t e s t  data and in te rp re ta t ion  will be prefiented a t  
the symposium, and a discussion of the experimental benef i t s  
of each af the methods being u t i l i z e d  w i l l  be given. 

Elect r ic  Drag of Charged Spheres 
W. C. P i t t s  and Eo U, Knechtel 
NASA Amos Research Center , 
Mountain View, California 
Measurements have been made of the  e l e c t r i c  drag of conducting 
rheres having a charged surface, i n  order t o  obtain a b a t t e r  under= 
standing of the  electr ic-drag problem and t o  help resolve the  d i f fe r -  
ences between various theories, A broad mercu~y-plasma b e m  has been 
employed t o  permit simulation of the  flow about a s a t e l l i t e  i n  an 
i oni zed medi um. 
The experimental apparatus provides a directed mercury plasma beam 
variable i n  energy over the range from 60 t o  300 e lec t ron vol ts ,  with 
8 
. a  number density of approx;tmately 10 ions per cc. and a uaeable core 
d i m e t e r  of over f i v e  centimetere. Drag is measured with a quartz 
tors ion  microbalance operated remotely through the vacutim wall, with 
provision f o r  e l e c t r i c a l  contact t o  control t h e  model's surface poten- 
t i a l .  The satell3.te models are  hollow glase spheres up t o  one inch i n  
diameter, having a gold surf ace applied by vticuum evaporation. Diag- 
nosia and control of the  plasma beam was accomplished with Langmuir 
probes and a Faraday cage. 
The ion drag resu l t s  showed a de f in i t e  e f f e c t  of negative po ten t i a l  
applied t o  the  model surface and save qu i t e  good agreement with the  
e l e c t r i c  drag theories of Jastrow and Pearse and of Hohl and Wood, while 
ru l ing  out various other  theories f o r  which the  predicted drag was 
e i t h e r  much higher o r  muc.h lower* To r e l a t e  experimental r e s u l t s  t o  
satelbite conditions, it was found necessary to use three scaling 
parmetem involvfing the  surface potential, ion energy, ion number 
demity, body size, and e1,ectron temperature. An empirical relation 
between the theoretical electric drag and the scaling parameters has 
been devised which covers the ranges of practical interest. 
The octmlLusbone frsm the ion drag measuraneats and correlations 
are that electric drag a m  be significant for certain practical oon- 
ditlonn -- for tartatwe, a 2-foot diameter epherioal sa te l l i te  a t  600 
mile8 altitude d k ! ~  a surfacre potenZia1 of -4 volt& would have a drag 
ox" about one and oneehalf times that of the uncharged satellite.  These 
result6 aleo indieate that for practical size8 of satellites, any 
electric-drag theory should account primarily for ion-surface as kXifiions, 
a8 i n  the Jartrow-Pearss theoryr 

The Use of a ~ransmission Line Energy-Source 
With a Coaxia? Plasma Gun 
Re J. Gooding, B. R, Hayworth, A. Va Larson 
NAS-3-2594 
General Dynamics/Astronautics 
San Diego, California 
Previously reported ~xperinlet~esi on 'ihe fe~eLopttetrl: oZ rile coaxial 
plasma gun fo r  space propulsion have indicated that  an optimum energy- 
storage capacitor might have a capacity of approximately 20,4 farads, 
an inductance s f  1 nannhenry and be operated a t  about 10 kv. The tori- 
ventional method of fabricating such an energy sctitce is  t o  para l le l  a 
large number of small capacitors on a coaxial transmission line. 
In order t o  reduce the overall weight and s ize  of the engine a 
single toroidal capacitor, 2 O p  farads, 3 nh, 10 kv was fabricated 
( i l lus t ra ted i n  figures 1 and 2). With the coaxial gun operated i n  the 
gas triggered mode (for minimum load inductance) the capacitor ac t s  as  
a distributed constant pulse-line with an impedance closely matched t o  
the plasma, The current wavef arm, and the voltage waveforms a t  the 
breech of the gun and a t  the f a r  end of the line, shown i n  figure 3, 
are exactly as  one would predict from a transmission l ine  model, 
From these data we can determine the power input t o  the gun, and 
together with rna~netic f ie ld  measurements i n  the gun determine an 
energy balance for  the system, The resul ts  show that  approximately 
88% of the i n i t i a l  stored energy had been deposited i n  the gun a t  
t = 0,9/secs, divided approximately equally between magnetic f ie ld  
ener,gy and directed motion of the center of mass of the plasma, The 
32 
ohmic losses in the piasma apperar to be negligible. 
This behaviour represents the closest approximation to an ideal 
coaxial rail gun that has been achieved in our program. Some of the 
consequences of the pulse-line mode of operation will be discussed. 



PERFOFNANCE STUDY OF A REPETITIVELY PULSED 
TWO-STAGE PLASMA PROPULSION ENGINE 
B. Gorowitz, P.  Gloersen, J. H, Rowe 
General E1e.c t r i c  Company 
King of Prussia,  Pennsylvania 
NAS 3-3502 
This paper describes an inves t iga t ion  of the perfornlance 
of a two-stage, r e p e t i t i v e l y  pulsed plasma engine ul t imately 
intended f o r  prime propulsion i n  space. P r io r  t o  the time 
period covered by the present paper, a single-shot,  s ing le  
stage coaxial  gun had been studied i n  considerable de ta t l l ,  
leading t o  the concept of  a twc-stage r e  e i t i v e l y  pulsed 
engine. Subsequent da ta  were obt .ined 2~33E on t h r u s t  a s  a 
measured by a pendulum i n  the e x h ~ u s t ,  co l l ec t ive  ve loc i t i e s  
of the luminous species from s t reak  camera a-nd photomultiplier 
telescope records, and luminous species present i n  the exhaust 
on one p a r t i c u l a r  two-stage acce lera tor  configuration. I n  
t h i s  paper, s tudies  oL' individual  luminous species present 
and t h e i r  ve loc i t i e s  w i l l  be described using accelerators  
which underwent successive design mcdifications.  The chief 
objective o r  these modifications was t o  bring about r e l i a b l e  
operation of' the acce lera tor  f o r  reasoqably long times over 
a vide of power l e v e l s .  Considerable success was 
achieved toward t h i s  end and sufficient;  informa'bion was 
obtained t o  &.errnit design and construction of' a ref ined ver- 
s ion of the two-stage coaxial  pJn which was used i n  a more 
extensive s e r i e s  of performance measurements (e,g. ,  t h r u s t  
with a t;hr.u.st balance and ef f ic iency with a calorimeter) . 
The performance data obtained from tl lrust  balance and 
calorimeter measureinents t o  date ,  a r e  s~lr,unari;rBd on Table 1. 
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Table 1 - Performance of the Two-Stage Coaxial Engine 
Operating and Exhaust ~ h a r a c t e r i  s t i c s  of a Caaxial' Plasma Gun 
C. J. Michels 
NASA Lewis R ~ s e a r c h  Center 
Mout~tain View, California 
Results of the single-shot-gun ,:essarch program obtained subsequent 
t o  those reported i n  reference 1 are  reviewed. A de ta i led  study of the  
time history of the e l e c t r i c a l  parameters, power, and energy fo r  the  
ignitron switched capacitor bank with inductive load ( tha t  is, a muzzle 
shorted gun) is described. This study was necessary t o  separate gun 
phenomena from bank c:haracteristics. 
AR experimental invest igat ion (reference 2) of the  exhaust from a 
coaxial plasma gun (operated i n  crowbar mode) is discussed, Rogovsky 
'loops a t  various s ta t ions ,  framing and streak cameras, and magnetic 
probes, were employed. The discharge appears f i r s t  as  a weak in tens i ty  
d i f fuse  plasma puff whose velocity a s  determined from the  streak cameras 
is the  same a s  the  velocity of the current f ront  a s  determined using 
magnetic probes. The location of the puff coincides approximately with 
the  extrapolated current front  location. A short  time la te r ,  an intense, 
well-collimated and elongated luminous core appears from the  t i p  of t h e  
inner electrode. The velocity of the  leading edge of t h i s  core i s  
s l i g h t l y  l e s s  than the current front. Loop meaauxements indidata tha t  
the  core is p a r t  of a .c losed current path between inner and outer  
electrode and is current carrying well downstream of t h e  gun. 
The operation oE. gun. confiigurations with various electrode geometries 
is examined. The. in i t ia l -  discharge location was found t o  be g t  :the gas 
ports. Moving the gas ports t o  the breech has resulted in utilization 
of the full length of the gun barrel for acceleration as noted by 
magnetic probe traces. 
To reduce bank cable losses and permit higher gun currents, the 
bank transmission line cables have been redesigned and modified. The 
rssults of a gun performance survey using the modified bank are presented* 
References: 
1. Michels, C.J. and Ramins, Peter, "Performance of Coaxiel Plasma Gun 
With Various Propellants." Presented at International Coaxial Plasma 
Gun Symposium, Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio, 
September 6-7, 1962. To be published in Special Issue of Physics 
of Fluids compiling the Symposium papers. 
2. Michels, C.J., I1Stu,y of Coaxial Plasma Gun Exhaust." Bul. of Am. 
Phys. SOC., 441, (1963). 

Spect*. : .pic Obse~vations on a Pulsed Coaxial Plasma Gun 
and Radia. Tosses from Plasmas Consisting o: High Z Materials 
G. Oertel, N. Jalufkr? and J. Norwood 
NASA Langley Research Center 
1. Electromagnetic radiat ion from the  pkasma i n  a pulsed coaxial 
plasma gun had been observed with some space and time resolution, by 
use of a stigmatic spectrograph and an image converter camera. The 
plasma concists mostly of electrode material a t  estimated electron 
16 3 temperature and density of 3 5 0 0 0 ~ ~  a n d  several t i m e s  10 per cm , 
respectively, downstream jus t  beyond t h e  nozzle. The plasma between 
the  electrodes is most luminous near the  inner electrode, where a 
strong continuum with absorption l ines  is observed during t h e  f i r s t  
few microseconds a f t e r  thz formatisn of the discharge. Later these 
absorption l ines  turK Into  emission with an zccompanying considerable 
drop i n  t o t a l  l igh t  intensity. I f  t h e  plasma were a blackbody at about 
2 60,03~ '~ ,  about one hundred joules Ter cm per microsecond would bo 
radiated awtiy, mostly i n  the vacuum u l t rav io le t  and s o f t  x-ray regions 
of the spectrum. Bound-bound and free-bound electron t r ans i t ions  may 
account fo r  a photori mean f r e e  path which is much shorter  than the  
plasma dimensions. Direct measurements of the  loss  irt the  f a r  vacuum 
ul t raviole t  a re  i n  progress and could shed l igh t  on 
the energy balance i n  some plasma accelerators, 
2. Experiments indicate the  emission of blackbody radiat ion i n  t h e  
v i s ib le  region of the spectrum from a hot plasma consist ing mainly of 
materials of large nuclear charge. The calculat ion of the  absorption 
coefficient  fo r  nonhydrogenic ions is d i f f i c u l t ,  because it depends 
upon t rans i t ion  probabil i t ies ,  broadening parameters, and nonthennal 
popcletions of ionic states.  It can be  estimated, however, tha t  such 
plasmas tend t o  become opt ica l ly  th ick  over a wide range of wavelengths 
a t  moderately high temperatures 6rJ5 e ~ ) .  The consequence would be 
a h i g h  energy loss  a s  radiation, mostly i n  t h e  vacuum u l t rav io le t  
region of the  spectrum, which may a f fec t  t h e  f igure  of merit of some 
plasma accelerators and may provide a strong pulsed source of vacuum 
u i t rav io le t  radiation. 
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Radiation from High Temperature Plasmas 
Ad. Kolb 
NASA Contract R-9 
Uc S. Naval Research Leboratory 
Washington, D. C. 
Just as in stellar atmospheres, the radiation emitted from high 
temperat~ce laboratory plasmas ia characteristic of the state of the gas. 
The problems associated with determining the density, temperature, ccnnpo- 
sition, as well as heating and energy loss mechanisms, are  omo on to 
both astrophysics and plasma diagnostics, 
3aeauss of certaf n scaling laws between density, ionic charge, 
ionization potentials and temperature, the atom1.c collision processes 
and radiation.phenomena in low density stellar atmosphe:es may be 
studied directly at higher densities. 
High curren: &pinches and electromagnetic shock tubes can be used 
to produce electron temperatures from about lo4 OK t o  lo7 OK. Such 
sources produce radiation throughout the soft x-ray, vacuum ultraviolet 
and visible regions of the spectrum. 
Shock tube experimefits have progressed to the point where densities 
can be masured to better than lox, while t=pc:atcres may be detennined 
in tnany cases to within 1.5 tc C%, depending on the particular circum- 
stances. The various dnagnosric methods, their precision and current 
problems will be reviewed. 
With the development of fairly precir~e spsctroscopi'c techniques 
it is now possible to measure f-numbers and damping ccastants of npectraf 
lines of astrophyrsical interest, The experimen~al possibilities in 
this area are only beginning to emerge, partjcularly in the ultra- 
violet region which has recently assumed great importance, courtesy of 
satellite and rocket observations. 
Above about 5ev shock tubes have not yet proven reliable as light 
sources. However, plasmas with temperatures over lOev and as high as 
lOOev can be reproducibly generated by magnetic compression in a 
@-pinchc Fields up tohr100KG thermally isolate the plasma for times 
of 10-30/tcso$ in the largest MRL experiment. Discharges in 2sn coils 
with currents up to 14MA from a 1.W capacitor bank are presently 
under imrestigation. Some of the problems associated with operating 
such devices to produce stable discharges wi 11 be summarized. 
Despite the complexity of the hydromagnetic processes, it is 
.possible to solve the full nonlinear two-fluid (ions and electrons) 
equations for the 0-pinch geometry. This provides a %ode1 atmosphere", 
analogous to those used for stellar atmospheres, on which to base an 
analysis of the radiation emitted by the plasma. Calculations will be 
discussed in which the rate equations for ionization are solved 
simultaneously with the hydromagnetic equations. In this way the 
temporal an$ spatial distribution of ionic species is obtaind. Free 
electrons collide with the Pons a d  raise th- bound electrons to excited 
levels from which they decay with the emission of line radiation. Because 
of the high temperatures in a 0-pinch, the Corona model is valid so 
that the intensity of vacuum ultraviolet spectral linen is proportional 
to the excitation rates* 
The goal of these studies is t o  calculate Era f i r s t  principles, 
u t i l iz ing the best available cross-sectionat, the spectrum of high 
temperature plasmas. A detailed comparison between theory and experi- 
ment should be very instructive for  the interpretation of s a t e l l i t e  
spectra* 
In addition t o  the problems outlined above, work on the identifica- 
t ion of W spectral Lines, absolute calibration of spectrographs, a d -  
theoretical spectroscopy will be mentioned. 
Spectral Line Intensities Emitted By Optically Thin Plb las 
__..  - ..- 
G. K. 0erkel and M. T. Raiford 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 
In optically thin plasmas radiative transitions are not balanced by 
their respective reverse processes which may lead to deviations from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. If one desi re8 to apply the Fowler-Milne 
method for determining electron temperatures from spectral line emission, 
one must correct the usual Saha equations and Boltman factors* Elwert's 
corona equations and approximate semi-corona equations were used in- 
dependently and the results compared to the ordinary thermodynamic equi- 
If brim case. The regions of observabi lity of spectral lines were 
determined by comparison to the continuum, Line intensities were cal- 
culated as functions of el~ectron temperature and density for highly 
ionized atoms. Partition functions were neglected. 
Magnetic Compression Experiment 
G. K. Oertel 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 
The constrt~ction of a magnetic ccmpression experiment i a well under- 
way. Some of the ~roblems encountereti w i l l  be discussed in xalatisn. to 
the projected use for the study of radiation emitted by highly ionized 
atoms under conditions which are similar to those in the solar corona. 
While the density is much higher than in the  corona, similar equilibrfm 
conditions' prevail, and determinations of cross sections and transition 
probabilities would also be useful. 
The main capacitor bank has a capac,ttance of 5000fiF and stores one 
megnjoufe of electric energy which may be discharged at 20 kilocycles 
per second through a load of 10 millimicxo-henries, giving rise to a 
peak current of 12 mi lPiora amperes. A preionization bank and a slow 
bias bank are also being planned. 
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Pulsed Electromagnetic Gas Acceleration 
R. G. J-ahn and W. von Jaskowsky 
NsG-306-63 
Princeton University 
Princeton, N. J. 
The purpose of t h i s  project  is t o  acquire a nore complete under- 
standing of the  various physical phenomena which pa r t i c ipa te  i n  pulsed 
electromagnetic gas accelerators. Specifically, t h e  research involves 
systematic experimental and theore t ica l  s tudies  of t h e  in i t i a t ion ,  
development ard dynamic progress of t h e  current sheets, associated 
magnetic f i e l d  fronts, and the  gas&jnamic waves they drive, i n  various 
large-radius pinch discharges. The discharges are generated i n  a var ie ty  
of cylindrical  chambers each composed of a p a i r  of plane c i rcu la r  aluminuni 
electrodes, from 4 t o  8 inches i n  diameter, separated by a 2-inch gap 
of test gas. Concentric external banks of capacitors, charged t o  10KV, 
a r e  switched across those gaps through low inductance c i r c u i t s  which r ing 
down at about 250 KC (see Figure 1). Each discharge is observed t o  
i n i t i a t e  a s  a uniform peripheral r ing  of luminous gas at  t h e  outer  edge 
of the  electrodes, and then t o  pinch i t s e l f  r ad ia l ly  inward a t  speeds 
5 
up t o  10 m/sec, depending on ambient pressure, gas type, chamber radius, 
and e x t e r n 1  c i r c u i t  parameters. Subsequent discharges, occurring a t  
the seco~d ,  t h i r f .  a d  later maxima of t h e  capacitor ring-dcwn pattern, 
a l so  axe established a t  tbe  outer edge of the  electrodes, and follow t h e  
primary pinch in to  the center. 
The development of the breakdowns and implosions within these  dis-  
charges a r e  studied by a var ie ty  of diagnostic techniques. Rotating 
$2 mirror streak photographs provide a complete h is tory  of the  lumin~us  
events along a diameter of the pinch chamber (see Figure 2)' Kerr-cell 
single frame photographs examine the azimuthal synaetry of the discharges 
a t  selected times during the i r  development (see Figure 3). ' Electric and 
magnetic probes and a microwave reflection interferometer provide infor- 
mation on the distribution of charge, current and in te r ior  magnetic 
f ie lds  accompanying these luminous fronts, while a voltage divider and 
Rogowski co i l  monitor the current and voltage excursions on the electrodes. 
Photo-electric spectroscopy follows the development of the concentration 
of the various atomic and ionic species throughout the discharge processes. 
+?itt-,otl': exception, these ~ x a r i n e n t s  reveal a high degree of yepro- 
ducibiliry ard symmetry i n  this type of discharge. The c y l i d r i c a l  
luminous rings are found t o  be azfniithslly s table  throughout t he i r  inward 
excursion, and the response of any in te r ior  probe a t  a given position 
is normally identical Lrom shot: t o  shot. The quantitative experimental 
resul ts  are  compared with relevant theoretical formulations of the 
particular processes involved. For example, f r m  the space and time 
variations of the  in te r ior  magnetic f ie lds  determined by the magnetic 
probe experiments, the concomitant distr ibutions of durrent densit ies 
within the discharge are  evaluated. These are  found t o  be localized i n  
concentric cylindrical sheets which, l ike  the luminous fronts, propagate 
radially inward Zromthe periphery of the electrodes. The observed 
radius-time t r a j ~ c t o r i e s  of these sheets have been compared with theoretical  
snow-glow calculations, and a re  found t o  be reconcilable i f  some fractional 
ttsweepl.ng efficiencyt1 is assigned t o  each of the obsenred current sheetso 
This empirical sweeping efficiency varies from 18% t o  loo%, depending on 
the  i n i t i a l  pressure, the radius of the  discharge, and the level  of ambient 
ionization ahead of the  current sheet. Independent estimates of sweeping 
efficiency can be made from the  comparison of t h e  luminous front: t r a j e c t o r i e s  
with those of the  current sheets, and these  qual i ta t ive ly  confirm the  
empirically selected values. In  a re la ted  series of experiments, the 
appl icabi l i ty  of t h e  scal ing laws implici t  i n  the  snow-plow f o m l a t i o n  
has been explored experimentally by changing the  i n i t i a l  pressure, the  
type of gas, t h e  radius of t h e  discharge, the  capacitance of the  external  
bank, and the inductance of the  external  c i rcui t .  
Certain unanticipated phenomena have been observed i n  the  course of 
these studies, but not yet  identified. For example, a precursor f ron t  
is  found t o  propagate radia l ly  inward at several times the  speed of the  
f i r s t  1umino:~s front ,  s l igh t ly  ionizing the  ambient gas p r i o r  t o  the  
a r r iva l  of the  f i r s t  current sheet. D e t a i l ~ d  microwave probing of 
5 these f a s t  precursors (2 x 10 mfsec) ie i n  progress. 
The future course of the program involves t h e  extension of s tudies 
similar  t o  those outlined above t o  discharge c i r c u i t s  of very low external 
inductance, t o  other discharge geometries, and t o  dischaxges with e x i t  
o r i f  ices. 
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YlASUR?3MENTS OF HXGH-ENERGY LASWS I:N UNDErjtJATER 3 SPARK CHANNELS AT 10 ATMOSPHERES . 
J. W. Robinson 
H. C. Early 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
NsG 415 
A high-pressure, high-density plasma can be produced, 
on 5. transient basis, by an underwater spark discharge. The 
confining pressure on the underwater spark channel can be 
greatly increased if the water is pre-compressed by a chemical 
explosive before the spark discharge is initiated. This in- 
vestigation uses PETN explosive to produce a transient water 
pressure of approximately 105 atmospheres with a time duration 
of approximately 2 microseconds. All of the measurements on 
the spark-produced plasma will be taken during this 2-microsecond 
interval. 
Experimental measurements will be made of the pressupe, 
temperature, energy dewity, and conductivity of the plasma. 
The pressure in the plasma depends both on the pressure in 
the v~ater due to the PETN explosive and the additional con-. 
fining pressure on the spark plasma due to the inertial re- 
straint of the water on the expansion of the spark channel. 
Calculations of the pressure in the water due to the explosive 
are based on a shock velocity measurement, while calculations 
of the inertial confinement pressure on the channel are based 
on the rate of channel growth obtained by Kern Cell photography. 
Temperature measurements are based on black-body radiation 
intensity in the optical spectrum. Energy density is calcu- 
lated from the electrical energy input, channel size, mechanical 
energy loss because of channel expansion, and radiative energy 
loss. 
( 1  
This present program is an extens.ion of previous Univer- 
sity of Michigan ~esearch on un erwater sparks by E. A .  Mafltin P in which plasma pressures of 10. atmospheres were produced by 
the inertial restraint sf surro~nding water on the expanding 
spark channel. The gas in the channel had a density of 
2 x 1021 articzes per cm3 and 30% ionization at a temperature 8 of 3 Y. 10 OK. The peak current was 85,000 ampere8 with a 
rise time of 2 microseconds. The present experiments using a 
chemical explosive and a faster rate of current rise are ex- 
pected to produce plasma pressures and temperatures at least 
an order of n~agnitude la rger .  A l i b r a r y  survey indica tes  
t h a t  laboratory measurement8 11-1 t h i s  region of pressure and 
temperature have not previously been reported i n  the l i t e r a -  
ture. 
The analysis  of the da ta  t o  be obtained on the present  
program t u i l l  invclve correct ions t o  Sahats equation necessi-  
tated by the unuuw$$ly high p a r t i c l e  ens i ty  which w i l l  be 9 of the order of 10  p a r t i c l e s  per  cm . A correc t ion  due 
t o  quantum degeneracy of the electrons may be obscured by 
o ther  e f f e c t s  such a s  the lowering of ioriization po ten t i a l s .  
Calculations of plasma conductivity wiil be compared with 
experimental data. Calculations of magnetic pinch pressure 
indica te  that s ign i f i can t  r a d i a l  pressure gradients  may e x i s t  
ins ide  the cyl indr ica l  spark channel, p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  experi-  
ments where the spark current  has a very fast r a t e  of r i s e .  
I n  t h i s  case "sausage" type of pinch i n s t a b i l i t i e s  a r e  expected 
t o  be present.  
1. THE SHAPE OF AN ELECTNC ARC rn AN A I ~ J L A R  
GAP AND AN .AXIAL MAGNETIC J?IELD 
J, R, Jedlickzl 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mt. View, California 
An equation is derived for the mathematical curve of an electric 
arc  taking place between coaxial, coplanar electrodes submerged in a 
uniform axial magnetic field. The geom.etry is that of some large -arc 
heaters. This three-dirnensiond. MHD problem is attacked by making 
simplifying assumptions, the principal one being to replace the arc  by a 
flexible, solid rod conductor, The resulting curve is an involute, and 
comparison with experimental photographs is good, The implication of 
the involute shape on the evidence for the existence of .a rfdiffuse discharge" 
is discuased. 
m, 2 THE CYLINDRXCALLY CONSTNCTED D. C, THERMAL ARC 
WXTH AXJAL AZR FLOW - A C0MPAH;ISO.N OF THE 
' SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL MODEL WITH 
EXPERJMENTAL RESULTS 
V. R, Watson 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mt. View, California 
Recent experimental work by Shepard is compared with the 
simplified, theoretical model proposed by Stine and Watson of Ames for 
'the constricted thermal arc  with an axial, flow of air and with negligible 
radiation losses, Numerical c&culations for the thermal arc with appre- 
ciable radiation losses a re  also presented, 
Measurements were made of the average enthalpy, voltage gradient, 
and beat flux of the gas as a function of the axial position within the cylin- 
drical throat of a constricted-arc plasma generator, One generator with 
a 1 J4" diameter constr ict~r,  and one generator with a 1/2" diameter 
constrictor were tested at stagnation pressures ranging from 1/3 to 2 
atmospheres. The experimental measurements of the a r c  characteristics 
agree qualitatively with the characteristics predicted by the simplified 
model, 
Numerical solutions of the Elenbaas-Heller equation wich include 
the effect of radiation losses on the thermal a r c  a r e  discussed. A method 
is presented for approximating the characteristic constrictor length 
required for the gas enthalpy to approach i ts  maximum with an axial flow 
of gas under conditions where the radiation loss is appreciable. Increased 
radiation loss flattens the radial enthalpy profile of the a r c  column and 
shortens the characteristic length. 
DESCRIPTION OF A SEEDED GAS PLASMA FOR A 
LOW 'DENSITY WIND TUNNEL 
W. Christiansen 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 
An experiment with ionized gases has been initiated in the JPL 
l.ow-density wind-tunnel facility. A plasma source has been construct,ed 
utilizing thermal ionization at moderate temperatures (2000°K - 3 0 0 0  
by seeding argon gas with cesium. It is expected that the flow wil l  be 
more uniform and controllsable than that produced in conventional arc jet 
tunnels. Hopefulby the neutral seed element is nothing more than a 
passive contaminant in all aerodynamic problems to be considered. The 
essential component of this system is the heat exchanger, It has been 
designed using graphite as the primary element of construction, with a 
novel system of a resistance-heated helical element and adiabatic stag- 
nation chamber, resulting in a compact arrangement. 
With only moderate power requirements (8000 watts), the h3at 
exchanger can operate up to 3000oK. It was found that the gas 
temperature is effectively the heaier temperature. The healtor has 
shown reliability and a reasonably long life even when using cesium. 
Preliminary Langmuir probe measurements f ~ r  one particular condition 
of operation indicate that the ion number density and electron temperature 
seem to be slightly largsr than that indicated by the Saha equation and 
heater temperature, respectively. 
IXEEC !13WJr R FROM IONIZED ARGON 
P.F. Massier 
Je t  Propulsion Iaboratory 
Pzss&na, C k l i f  ornia 
This investiga;i;ion was initated as a result  of genel* intereBt 
i n  MHD propulsion concepts and the recwnition that containment of 
ionized gases ranging i n  temperature fram 2,000 t o  15,000 OK may pose 
some crttica3. c o o l j ~  problems in these devices. Although the study 
was initiated a6 a result  of device concepts, the ultimate g o d  is t o  
oktain an understasldiq of heat transfer phenomena. Becauae of the 
complj.cations imposed upon the overall heat transfer process by the 
very nature of an ionized gas, prelimkmmy experimental and analytical 
studies were initiated w%%hout having introduced the added complexity 
of an applied ma~netic field. 
Experimental heat-flux distributions have been obtained by 
calorimetry from ionized argon flowing through various configurations 
of axisymrcetric anodes, nixing chanibers, convergent-divergent nozzles 
an3 diffut3ers located downstream of as asc- jet  into which the argon 
was injected tangentially. A t  the nozzle inlet  average ionization 
fractions based oo an energy balance have ranged up t o  approximately 
0.23; stquat ion temperatzes ranged between 6,400 and 12,600 OK and 
stagnation pressures ranged betweea 1.5 end 29 psia. For one t e s t  
i n  which the ionization fractlon was 0.228 the experimental heat-flux 
distribution is used as  a nozzle-wall boundary condition t o  predict 
the average one-dimeilsional flow variables along the nozzle. It is 
assumed that  the flow through the nozzle is frictionless and tha t  the 
atom, ion and electron temperaturea are equal. Both equilibrium and 
noriequilibrium cases are considered. 
A thin lamimr eqyULbrium boundary-layer approach is investti- 
g&ed as  a possib1.e methcd t o  predict %he co~vective heat transfer t o  
the nozzle wall. Two analysis are comiciered: one in which C = 
vf&w?t't$e = 1 throughout the nozzle and the other i n  which C is 
owed o vary along the nozzle with 4 b" evaluated a t  a reference temperature. A dimensionless heat-flux arameter is obtained which is 
used as  a basis fo r  comparison with experimental data, Comparisons 
are made only with those t e s t s  i n  which the ionization energy was less  
than 10$ of the total. energy content of the ga3 eince i n  these analysee 
the effects of ionizat ion were neglected. Furthermore, the contributions 
t o  the heat transfer resulting from radiation and swirl were assumed t o  
be small even though these effects were present during the tests.  The 
trends o f t h e  predictions based on C varying along the nozzle are i n  
better agreement with t e s t  reaults fo r  one of the nozzle configuration8 
than when C = 1. For another nozzle configuration the reverse is true, 
To account for  some of the ionization effect8 on the heat transfer 
t a t h e  nozzle wall the additional energytransfer due t o  mass dfffusion 
by ion-electron pairs and atoms is 'a lso  considered i n  another analysis. 
Aa ar;l Utial appraisal of these effect~i simplifying assumptions are 
mile which allow a y t i c a l  solutions t o  be made. Two limiting cases 
are investigated for  which the camposition Ln the nozzle core is 
considered t o  be frozen. I n  one case the net production of electrons 
was aasunted negligible comgared t o  diffusion through the boundary layer 
by electron-ion pe.3.r~. I n  th i s  case the predicted t o t a l  energy transfer 
t o  the w a l l  is below that preaicted by neglect+- ionization effects. 
In  the okher case for  which local equilibrium was asflumed in the boundary 
layer a negligible effect on energy t r ande r  resulted. because of the 
cold wall. 
Future experimiental activities are discussed in which additional 
diagnost,ic methods and tea t  apparatus configurations w i l l  be wed. 
III, 5 DI8CHA;%GE, ACCELERATION, DIFFUSION AND 
RECOMBINATION IN PUSMA FLOWS 
SUBJSCTED TO STEADY hPPLiZD 
FIELDS 
G. R, Russell 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 
The overall long range objective of the research program conducted 
in the Magnetogasdynamics Group at JPL is to contribute to the under- 
standing of the basic phenomena that govern the behavior of partially 
ionized gases flowing under the influence of steady applied electromagnetic 
fields. A summary of the existing program is presented. In particulas, the 
following projects are discussed: 
1. Parametric cross -field plasma flow study. 
2. Electrode blowing with applied magnetic fields. 
3. Study of breakdown phenomena in partially ionized gases 
with applied magnetic fields. 
4. Spectrochernical analysis of binary gas systems. 
5. Study of magnetogasdynamic shock structure in non- 
equilibrium flows with applied magnetic fields. 
6. Measurement of electron recombination rates. 
7. Anomalous plasma diffusion study. 
Preliminary experimental data is presented from the a~omalous 
diffusion study. . The performance of a single stage, constant pressure 
cross-field accelerator is described showing vzlocity and electron density 
profiles in the accelerator exhaust and the overall thermal efficiency 
obtained by calorimetry. 
TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR A PARTIALLY 
IONIZED GAS IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD ' 
P. M. Sock01 
NASA Lewis RRsearch Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Transport equations for a partially ionized gas in an electric field 
are derived from the Boltzmann equation by the Grad 13 moment method. 
Charged particle inte. Actions a r e  described by Coulomb: forces while all 
other particle interactions are described by a rigid elastic sphere model. 
First iigqxo~crnations to currents, stresses, and ka t  fluxes a re  obtained. 
The resulting transport relations a re  suitable for use in situations where 
the electrons have an elevated temperature. 
THEORY' OF NON EQUIZIBIIICUM FLOWS IN CROSSED 
ELE CTRJC AND M A G m  TIC FIBIDS 
G. R. Russell 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 
The generalized macroscopic equations describing the flow of a 
three-corn-poneat compressible plasma with different specie temperatures 
in an electromagnetic field, are solved on an electronic computer to 
describe the non-equilibrium flow in applied crossed electric and magnetic 
fields. Both accelerated and decelerated argon and helium flows are  studied. 
In a,ddition to the generalized tensor electrical conductivity, radiation, 
diffusion, thermal conduction, and finite rate phenomena are  included in 
tke analysis. 
Two limiting cases a re  studied. One deals with the changes in 
plasma properties prpendicular to the flow and parallel to the applied 
electric field. The second case includes the changes in plasma properties 
in the direction of the flow, perpendicular to both the applied electric and 
magnetic fields. 
Preliminary results with argon indicate that at pressures of the 
order of 1 mm Hg, the plasma is forced far from equilibrium by the applied 
electromagnetic field. The electron temperature is raised considerably 
above the atom temperature, and the degree of ionization is several orders 
of magnitude higher than it would be at equilibrium with the atom tempera- 
ture. 
The degree of equilibrium attained in acceleration of the plasma 
does not have a dominant effect on the arncunt of acceleration attained 
with a given electromagrletic field, Ror on the overall efficiency of the 
acceleration process, provided the plasma approaches the drift velocity 
induced by the electromagnetic field. 'However, the degree of attainment 
of equilibrium is dominated by the applied electromagnetic field so that 
accelerated or decelewted plasmas can be used as sources for experiments 
such as an electron recombination sudy where the plasma properties must 
be systematically varied over a wide range of pressures and temperatures. 
N0,NEQUI:LIBRIUM IONIZll.XON W 'PHE PFaSFNCE OF 
EIECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, B. C. 
NsG 363 
The study deals mainly with an eva.lu&tion of plasma accelerators 
which combine the arc je t  and the accelerator i n  one package. Before 
outlining the procedures that  have been developed t o  analyze such devices, 
a brief review of the i r  features w i l l  be given. 
By combining the arc  je t  wtth the accelerat;or one can take advantage 
of the phenomenon of nonequilibrium ionization in  arc  dischargeso I n  t h i s  
phenomenon tbe electr ic  f i e ld  raises the eilectron temperature t o  a value 
much higher than the gas temperature, thus enabling one t o  a t ta in  high 
degrees of' ionization, through the electron-neutrd coUisions, at reduced 
gas temperatures. Thus, i n  addit ion t o  raising the e l e c t r i c a  conductivity, 
nonequibibrium ionization may be the key f o r  overcoming the materials 
problem sebnilting from the high gas temperature. 
Another feature of such devPces is the appearance of H a l l  currents. 
I n  'order t o  obtain high degrees of ionization one has t o  use a monatomic 
gas at low presswe. As the density is  decreased, Hall currents become 
important a d  cannot be ignored. These currents may be used t o  ax?celera%e 
the flow, such aa i n  the so-called H a l l  current accelerators. 
The f i r &  method developed for  analyzing such devices assumes that  
gradients may be neglected. Such an analysis establishes the maximum 
theoretical performance of a given a.ccelerator at a& eatabllshed eet of 
operating conditions. Thus, for a given power input, a giveu wgnetic 
f ie ld  and et given chamber pressure one can predit the electron, ion 
and neutral temperature, the degree of ionization, the HaJ.1 currefit, the 
voltage current characteristics and the accelerating force. 
The second method being developed accounts fo r  the presence of 
gradients. Asi a first step i n  employing such a method, one needs 
expre~sions f o r  the heat flux vectors, s t r em temora and diffusion 
velocities of the electrons, ions and neutrals. This i n i t i a l  stage has 
been completed, and the resul ts  are being used to analyze a coaxial 
Hall curreni; acaelerator and a l inear  Hall current ion accelerator, 
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NONEQU'I LIBRI'Un/I IONIZATION IN STEA j2Y 
DISCHARGES 'CROSSED WITH MAGNETIC 
I?'ELDS FOR HIGH PRESSURE MH13 
STUDIES. EXPERIMENTS 
W, Grossmann, R. V. Hess, G. Oertel, I?. W'. Bowen 
and 1\J. W. Jdufka 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 
Nonequilibrium ionization has been studied for MHD generators for 
which it is difficult to vary the operating conditions over a wide range and 
to control the discharge in the rectangular channel. The present experiments 
concern a. steady radial discharge in an axial magnetic field, which has the 
zdvantage of being diffusely distributed with cylindrical symmetry. The 
transition to diffuse discharge has been observed by Kerr cell photographs 
as well as by subsidii?g of fluctuations rneasured with electrostatic probes 
and with magnetic probes, which were also used in Hall current measurements. 
Spectroscopic measurements of the radial distribution of electron temperatures 
and densities are in reasonable agreement wi th  theory for nonequilibrium 
ionization, with T, Ti, which wi l l  be presented in another paper, The 
variation of pressure in the radial direction is compared with theory for 
Bartmann flow, Voltage current characteristics and voltage magnetic field 
characteristics are also presented for currents from 100 to 500 amperes, . 
ma.gnatic flux densities from 3000 to 13000 gauss (znd possibly 35000 puss, 
if the new magnet arrives) and pressures from 10 to 50 mm. 
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111, 10 PROGRESS W O R T  ON !C lE DEBIGN AVD PEPPORMANCE STUDY FOR 
A CROSSED-mLD PLASMA ACCE-OR FOR A RE-Y FACILITY 
P. Lenn, G. Bedjai, D. Wmd and B. Wilkinson 
Northrop Company 
Hawthorne, California 
and 
R.C. Brumfield and Y.X. Blacbnan 
MHD Research, Inc. 
Mewport Beach, California. 
The operation of a linear crossed-field accelerator operating with a 
supersonic flow of preheated sfr and designed f o r  use as a- wind tunnel 
source is analyzed. The cr i te r ie  fo r  selection of appropriate operating 
conditions ase discurssed. On the basis of the analysis> performance 
requirements, and pmci;ical considerat ions, an accelerator design has 
been developed and 5s discussed. The performance requirements are 
t o  accelerate an air stream having a mass f l o w  rate  of 0.01 lb/sec t o  a 
velocity of 25 000 fi/sec with a uniform velocity t o  within 5s over an 
area of 0.2 2 5 .  The device should be capable of continuou~ operation 
for five minutes and should introduce into the g a ~  atream contamfnation 
of l e s s  than 1s by weight. The practical cons5ruction of %he accelerator 
and the experimental set19 f o r  testing are described. A discussio~t of 
the ewerimental tools tr, be used i n  chara.cter5~zing the flow is presented. 
An error analysis of the experimental program :.s alao presented. 


TABLE 2 
PEXFORMANCE DATA FOR TESTS 1, 2 and 3 of CA-1. 
TEST CONDITIONS ARE DESCRIBED I N  TABLE 1. 
B Tank Duration 
~ e o t  ~lectmde lo '0 'ac - '.cc 'ace % - 'f qacc pressure of ace. ~ e s t  
( T o t a l )  
--- - 
* O(X) = of the order of 
RESEARCH ON ' LINEAR CROSSED-FIELD 
STEADY -FLOW ACCELERATORS 
F. Car$er, A ,  P. Sabol, D. R e  McFarland, 
W. Weaver and G. P. Wood 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 
.Since the last meeting, research on a 1 cm. square steady- 
flow plaslna accelerator has been contiizued. The enthalpy of 
the arc heater that supplies the plaslna for the accelerator 
has been doubled. The need for seeding of the nitrogen with 
cesium has been eliminated. Water cooling of cathodes and 
anodes has been introduced. The channel has been changed 
from constant area of 1 cm. square to an expanding channel 
1 cm. square at one end and 1 cm x 4 cm at the other. The 
length is 8-3/4 cm. There are 7 pairs of electrodes 1 x 3/4 cm. 
The magnetic field is 5300 gauss and the static pressure in 
the accelerator is of order 11.0 n i  Hg. A new power supply of 
higher voltage has been put into use. Approximately 75 amperes 
of current are put through the plasma by each pair of electrodes. 
Since the last meeting research has begun on a new and 
larger accelerator. This one is 1 x 1 x 12 inches. Much work 
has been done on the arc heater that supplies the plasma for 
the accelerator. The arc position has been stabiaized by 
means of a reverse curve in the magnetic field that rotates 
the discharge. Seeding through the central electrode (rather 
than into a settling chamber) has been accomplished for the 
first time by employing several "tricks".  h he power supply 
for this accelerator does not have su-fficient voltage for 
seeding to be eliminated.) Lnrprovelnents in the operation of 
the accelerator are being continually liiade, 
A new and larger accelerator is being designed. It will 
be 2 x 2 inches at entrance and will expand to 5 x 5 inches 
at exit and will have a length of 18 inches. Ten megawatts 
will be used to operate the arc heater and another 10 to 
operate the accelerator. The gas will enter the accelerator 
at 6000 It per sec and is expected to leave at about 40,000 
ft/sec with a density corresponding tn an altitude of about 
175,000 feet. 



REDUCTIOIJ OF  ELECTRODE EROSION I N  COETINUOUS 
PLASMA ACCEL&UTORS THROUGH USE OF 
EXTERVALLY R-F Hl3ATED RING CATHODES 
R. H. Weinstein,. R. V. Hess, 0. Jarrett and D. R. Brooks 
NASA Langlejr Research Center 
Hagpton, Virginia 
One of the most important problems in the operation of 
continuous plasma accelerators is the reduction of electrode 
erosion. In view of its azimuthal symmetry, the Hall current 
accelerator orfers the possi'oility of uniform currentdistri- 
bu-tion over the electrode surfaces; also, for the linear Hall 
accelerator where the electrodes ape at the ends of the accel- 
erating region a measure of independent control of electrode 
phenomena is possLble. Experiments have been performei! with 
an externally r-fkated ring cathode operating with a linear 
Hall accele,-ator. The cathode is uniformly heated to therm- 
ionic temperatures and the discharge is also uilifom. Some 
capacitive coupling Znto the gas flow has been sho~r to be 
useful in starting an6 iaaii~taining the discharge. This -effect 
is being exploited in a separate device with the aim to-pro- 
vide both thermionic, a, well as ionization, control near the 
cathode. 
MAGNl3TIC EXPANSION PLASMA THRUSTOR 
G. R. Seikel 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
In  low densi ty  plasma heating the  e l e c t r i c  power i s  added 
d i r e c t l y  t o  the  random energy of the plasma's e lectrons.  The 
r e a l t i n g  high energy e lec t rons  ionize the  propellant,  and, i f  
the plasma i s  exhausted from the discharge chamber i n t o  a vacuum, 
the random e lec t ron  energy is  converted t o  d i rec ted  energy i n  the  
expansion process. If the  device is e l e c t r i c a l l ;  i so la ted ,  there  
can be no n e t  current  flow, and the expanding e lec t rons  must drag 
the  ions along. Physically, t h i s  is accomplished by an e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  s e t  up by the  plasma i t s e l f .  This f i e l d  r e t a rds  the  ex- 
pansion of the e lec t ron  gas and acce lera tes  the  ions.  The energy 
added t o  the ions is  a t  the  expense of the random e lec t ron  energy. 
The expansion process can be control led by the magnetic nozzle 
act ion of a s p a t i a l l y  varying a x i a l  magnetic f i e l d .  The power can 
be added t o  the plasma's e lec t rons  by d-c, a-c, o r  r-f. One 
in te res t ing  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of such th rus to r s  i s  t h a t  they can 
operate a t  low power levels ,  and thus may be a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  low 
th rus t  missions such a s  s t a t i o n  keep?% and a t t i t u d e  cont ro l  of a 
s a t e l l i t e  i n  a 24-hour o rb i t .  
Results of some per t inent  d-c and r-f discharge experimer~ts 
a t  Lewis have been previously presented. Domitz' d-c experiments 
( re f .  1)  show the  physical  existence of the  ion acce lera t ing  
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and can be used t o  demonstrate t h a t  the energy t o  
accelerate  the  ions must be a t  the  expense of the  random e lec t ron  
energy. I n  addition,some unpublished r e s u i t s  indicated the 
dependence of the expansion process on the  magnetic nozzle. Sovie 
and Seikel 's r-i experiments a t  17.5 mc ( re f .  2) show t h a t  low 
densi ty  energet ic  e lec t ron  plasmas can a l s o  be produced i n  modest 
magnetic b o t t l e s  with r-f induction heating. Coupling efficTencies 
above 70% have been obtained. The equivalent e f f ic iency i n  a low 
voltage (c-50 vo l t )  hot  cathode d-c discharge may be l e s s  than 70$ 
based upon Kaufman's estimate of a 10-30 e lec t ron  volt, pew e lec t ron  
emitted minimun; f o r  cathode hea ter  power ( r e f .  3) .  In  higher 
voltage hot  cathode discharges the  cathode erosion problem seems 
insumnountable, I n  general  the operating l i f e  of the r-f dis-  
charge appears t o  be superior,  but power conditioning i s  more 
d i l ' f icu l t .  Ho~ever,  p@wer t r a n s i s t o r s  a re  present ly avai lab le  
fcn a t  l e a s t  up t o  50-150 watts a t  215 mc. 
H mission study i s  being made t o  determine the des i rable  
cha rac te r i s t i c s  of an e l e c t r i c  th rus to r  f o r  solar bat teyy powered 
a t t i tude  corltrol and o r b i t  correct ion missions. Results of t h i s  
study indicate  t h a t  th rus to r  e f f ic iency may not  be the  dominant 
factor .  TypicaLly f o r  a 500 l b ,  s a t e l l i t e  i n  a s ta t ionary  o r b i t  
f o r  two years, the t o t a l  weight of the power supply and propel lant  
f o r  a th rus to r  of only 10$ eff ic iency may well be l e s s  than the  
weight of the th rus to r s  themselves. Thus, the  most s t r ingen t  
thrus tor  requirements appear t o  be t h e i r  r e l i a b i l i t y  and weight. 
The desired t h r u s t  leve f o r  such a mission is  on the order-of 
0.5 x 10-3 newtons (lo-$ l b s )  . The optimum spec i f i c  impulse i s  
i n  the range of 1000 t o  5000 seconds depending dn the  system 
eff ic iency.  An addi t ional  r e s u l t  of t h i s  study is  t h a t  f o r  such 
missions the crossover time f o r  the propel lant  plus  power p lan t  
weight of an ideal e l c c t r i c  system t o  be l e s s  than the propel lant  
weight of even a 450 second chemical system i s  only approximately 
one month. 
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MAG'NETIC EXPANSTqN PLASMA THRUSTOR 
NAGmTIC EXPANSION PLASMA THRUSTOR 
S. Domftz 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cl.eveland, Ohio 
Additional experiments have been conducted with the d-c 
device of reference 1 t o  2 i r e c t l y  measure t h r u s t  e f f i c i ency  and 
spec i f ic  impulse using the source as a d-c thrus tor .  The t h rus to r  
cons is t s  of a hot filament, coaxial, discharge i n  a magnetic 
nozzle. Measurements a re  made with a pendulum t h r u s t  stand i n  a 
low presswe environment. Experimental techniques u t i l i z e d  t o  
determine these low th rus t s  w i l l  be discussed, For a given mass 
flow both the  ef f ic iency and the  spec i f i c  impulse increase with 
applied voltage. For a constant voltage there  i s  an optimum 
current f o r  ma-cimum ef f ic iency.  The magnetic field s t rength  must 
be optimized for each s e t t i n g  of power and mass flow. Typical 
t h r u s t  l eve l s  with, argon propellant a re  between 1 x 10-3 t o  
5 x 10-3 newtons a t  flow r a t e s  of the order of .2 mg/sec, and 
p m e r  inputs  of a few hundred watts. Data has been taken up t o  
s p e s i f i s  impulses of 2030 seconds. Typical thmrst e f f ic iency 
based upon the power t o  the plasma i s  108 a t  1500 seconds. 
References: 
I, Domitz, Stanley: Experimental Evaluation of a Direct- 
Current Low-Pressure Plasma Source. NASA !N D-1659, 1963. 
2. Sovie, R. J., and Seikel, G. R.: rf Induction Heatin and 
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IV, 1 
TRAVEUSNG WAVE ACCELERATOR 
M. Lessen 
The University of Rochester 
Rochester, New York 
NSG-350-63 
The purpose of t h i s  study is  t o  inves t iga te  the feasibil- 
i t y . o f  a t r a v e l l i n g  wave device of r o t a t i o n a l l y  symmetric 
geometry f o r  propulsion. Both an ana ly t i ca l  and experimentzl 
approach a re  being pursued. The concept is t o  acce lera te  a 
cold plasma from a low i n l e t  ve loc i ty  t c ,  e x i t  veloci'ties i n  
the range of f i f t e e , ~  t o  tr:rei?t$ thousami meters per second. 
The high f r e q ~ e n c y  ~ a g n e t i c  f i e l d  t r ans fe r s  e i~ergy t o  the 
ionized p a r t i c l e s  which a re  rapid ly  accelerated and experience 
charge exchange co l l i s ions  with neut ra l  atoms present i n  the 
medium. This type of encounter between f a s t  ioA1s and slow 
neut ra ls  produces a f a s t  neut ra l  and slow ion  which i s  sub- 
sequently inf1.uenced by the lnagnetic f i e l d  and the proce;s 
i s  repeated. 
IJhile there  a re  three b i f f e r e n t  species present,  ions, 
slow neut ra ls  fast neut ra ls  vJe f i r s t  considered a model 
representing the average propert ies  of the plasma, and a r e  
nour.concernecl with the multi-co~lponenl; f l u i d  model. An 
addi t ional  boundary v a l ~  : problem concerned with the f i e l d  
geometry has been approached. Solutions t o  a s implif ied model 
have been ef fec ted .  
Experimentallg, the proJect has involved: the design and 
construction of perlctrations i n t o  the vacuum pumping f a c i l i t y  
i n t o  vhich the device w i l l  operate; design and construction 
of a 'cravellin$ wave ~ u b e  and wii~ding, se lec t ion  of z.: .~ 
economical ccre mater ial  f o r  the exzernal. magnetic cir.du.5.t~ 
and construction of szme and f inding and securing a s a t i s f a c t o r y  
multiphase a.c.  machine f o r  the 2ev:ice. 
 h his bas ic  tube de- 
s ign i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the f i g x ~ r e . )  We have a l so  been involved 
i n  the design and construction of a glow discharge chamber and 
appropriate power supply to  be used a s  a possible cold plasma 
source and the design of probes f o r  diagnostic purposes with 
regard t o  a.c. magnetic flu:.,. 
The above experimental work has occupied considerable 
time but i s  well on i ts  way t o  completion and is ce r t a in ly  
necessary t o  ver i fy  the several  assumptions used i n  the 
analysis ,  f o r  exanlple, the importance of charge exchange 
phenomena. 

IV, 2 
THE TRAVELING IUGNETIC 
WAVE PLASMA ENGINE 
R. E. Zones and R. W. Palmer 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The previously reported experimental t rave l ing  magnetic 
wave plasma engine a t  Lewis Reseapch Center ( r e f ,  1 )  has been 
modified t o  reduce the high heat bransfex- losses  t o  the tube 
walls dotmstream of the last co i l . .  This high heat t r a n s f e r  
r a t e  a r i s e s  because the magnetic f i e l d  l i n e s  diverge a f t e r  the last  
c o i l  and d i r e c t  the  plasma t o  the  wall. The present configuration 
uses a three-inch diameter pyrex tube which is  f l a red  out t o  s i x  
inches diameter immediately downstream of the l a s t  c o i l .  This 
geometry has been t e s t ed  using four  c o i l s  with four  phases and 
t en  c o i l s  with four  phases. Both Argon and Xenon gas have been 
used as the propel lants .  !Chese c o i l  systems were driven by two 
13 kilowatt  power suppl ies  a t  a Frequency of 150 ki locycles .  The 
c o i l s  were spaced t o  correspond t o  the  optima? r a t i o  of c o i l  
radius  t o  magnetic wave wave-length determined i n  the  theore t i ca l  
study of reference 2. The magnetic wave speed f o r  both the four- 
c o i l  and the ten-coi l  engines corresponds t o  a spec i f i c  impulse 
of 4650 seconds. For the four-coil  engine the effic/iency de ter -  
mined.by t h r u s t  measurements was 9 percent a t  a spec i f i c  i m p u l s ~  
of 3200 seconds wi th  Argon gas and increased t o  26 percent a t  an 
impulse of 4000 seconds when Xenon gas was used. Increases i n  
performance a re  expected with increasing molecular weight of the 
propel lant  due t o  a reduction i n  the d i f fus ion  r a t e  of the  
heavier molecules t o  the tube wall. There was, however, no sub- 
s t a n t i a l  difference i n  the performance of the ten-coi l  engine 
over t h a t  of the four-coi l  engine. The accompanyi~g f lgure  com- 
pares da ta  of the four-col l  engine with t h a t  of the p ~ ~ v i o u s l y  
reported four-coi l  engine i n s t a l l e d  on an unflared tube. A l l  
e f f ic iency calculat ions a re  based on power ac tua l ly  t ransfer red  
t o  the gas. 
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TRAVELLING -WAVE A CCET:ERATOR 
W. H. Eraun 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The travelling-wave accelerator is represented by a simple, 
two-dimensional model consisting of a channel of uniform width 
and infinite extent. A super-imposed simsodial wave of mag- 
netic induction moves along the channel at. apeedv, , The 
lines of magnetic induction are normal to the channel axis . 
and, assuming the channel is narrow compared 'GO a wavelength, 
the field may be considered uniform across the channel, The 
propellant enters the channel from x = -a at a uniform den- 
sity and velocity, and is acted upon by the magnetic field in 
the region x s ,  o , either because it has been shielded from 
the magnetic field previously or because it has become sud- 
denly electricalJy conduct in^;. In order to make the mathe- 
matical pro!:lem tractal~le, tr:o :~;sumptions are made about the 
propellant. First, it is asstlmed to remain'at a constant 
temperature throughout, of such magnitade that the sound 
speed is much less than the magnetic-1,vave speed. This is 
reasonable for desired specific impulses and practical tem- 
peratures, and its consequence is that a fluid element is 
unaware of its neighbor's acce!,erations so thatdl fl-uid 
particles act - .early ii~dependentlg, At the same time it is 
necessary that the electron thermal speed remain appreciable 
in order that the concept of conductivity remain valid. A 
second assumption made about the fluid is that its conductivity 
is pr3portional to its density, ?;:hich is justified only by the 
simplification it yields in the equation of motion. 
The first assurilption is used to make a perturbation 
analysis of the Zagrangian form of the equation of motion for 
the fluid. The second asswnpti.on provides that the system of 
equations so derived shall be ordinary rather than partial. 
It is then possible to follow individual fluid particles in 
their accelerated mo'cioi? dorrl? the channel. Considering joule 
heat as the only energy loss, it is found that the efficiency 
at any point in the motion i s  the average of the velocity at 
that point anu the irl.itia1 velocity, both normalized to tlze 
wave speed. Since the initial velocity is very small, a 
measure of the efficiency (and also th~ust) is the average 
over a cycle of the exit velocity. As the fluid approaches 
the wave speed at large x, the perturbation process breaks 
down. 
Numerical solutions $0 the zero-order equation have f i n  k- obtained f o r  three values of the in te rac t ion  p a r a m e t e r c  
( r a t i o  of ponder~mo~ive  force t o  i n e r t i a  fo rce ) .  They s h  Ud 
t h a t  the f l u i d  tends t o  gather i n  regions of high dens i ty  
separated by regions i n  which the fluid is  very rarc .  Every 
p a r t i c l e  t h a t  en te r s  the accelerat ing region a t  a node of the 
magnetic wave serves as the  center fop one of the high densi ty 
regions,  The current  densi ty  i s  a l s o  grea t  i n  these regions 
and drops off i n  the low-density regions,  As the f l u i d  moves 
flown the channel the peaking of mass and current  densi ty  becomes 
more severe. Assuming t h a t  a typica l  acce lera tor  w i l l  be one 
wavelength long i n  order t o  e s t a b l i s h  the wave pa t te rn ,  it i s  
found t h a t  at in te rac t ion  parameter of 1 i s  too large, i.e. it 
employs a l a rge r  magnetic f i e l d  o r  conduc5lvity than i s  ceeded 
t o  accelerate  the  f l u i d  i n  one wavelength. On the  o ther  hand, 
an in te rac t ion  parameter of 0.1 i s  too small. A value of about 
0.3 seems t o  be optimum. 
The assumption t h a t  the conductivity i s  proportional t o  
the densi ty  has been t e s t ed  asstuning joule heat  ionizes  the  
f l u i d .  It is not quant i ta t ive ly  correc t  f o r  any p a r t i c l e  of 
r lu id ,  -and qua l i t a t ive ly  correct only for some of the  p a r t i c l e s  
in the high-density regions.  
INDUCTIVE: AND C A P A C I T I V E  HEATING OF A 
HYDROGEN PLASMA BY A R.F. C O I L  
C. C. Swett 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland Ohio 
Experimental results for heating a plasma by a ro t .  coil 
in the presence of an axial magnetic field are analyzed using 
an electric circuit model based on the geometric character 
of the apparatus, This model indicates that the presence of 
plasma adds a "lossy" capacitor in parallel with the r .f. coil 
Consequently power goes into the plasma both inductively (E ) 
and electrostatically (E~,E,). It is believed that the latter 
mode of power t?eansfer is responsible for anomalies noted. The 
amount of power in each mode was calculated and shwn to vary 
with magnetic field. The inductive power transfer increased 
at magnetic-field values near the atomic and uolecular ion 
cyclotron fields, whereas the electrostatic.power decreased 
or increased depending upon which parameter -- power or coil 
voltage -- waa held constant, Maximum total power transfer 
also occurred, near the atomic and molecular ion cyclotron.: 
fields. The electron-density decrease noted near the resonant 
points appeared to be related to the induction mode only. Some 
deficiencies of this over-simplified godel are noted, 
COltJTINUOUS K 3  CRObJAVE MAGNET1 C ACCELERATOR 
D. B. Miller 
General Electric Company 
King of PruGsia, Pennsylvania 
NAS 3-3567 
The microwave plasma accelerator being investigated is 
a, system in which a magnetic moment is continuously induced 
in a flowing plasma. Thia occurs in the presence of a nbn- 
uniform d--c magnetic field whose direction and gradient are 
parallel with the magnetic noment vector. Due to the resulting 
Lorentz interactions, the plasma is accelerated down the fiel..i 
gradient. Note that the operation is both continuous and 
electrodeless. The magnetic moment is generated within the 
plasma by transferral of power frorn an electromagnetic field. 
This coupling is maximized by resonating the e-m field fre- 
quency at the electron-cyclotron-resonance frequency deter- 
mined by the d-c field strength. The accompanying drawing msy 
help clarify these processes. 
One prindipal effort to date on this project has been to 
achieve a theoretical understanding of the r-f/plasma coupling. 
Conditions leading to a low reflection coefficient and pro- 
cesses by which the power is transferred from the e-m field to 
the plasma have been studied. 
Another goal of our earlier work was to operate an 
accelerator in the laboratory. In the resulting experiment, 
a c-w, 2.45 lunc/sec, 320 watt, TE 0 mode wave was impinged 
on an evacuated region of wavegui A e into which gas was con- 
tinuously flowing, A solenoid around the guide provided the 
necessary resonance and diverging magnetic fields. Microwave 
reflection and emerging plasma power and momentum measurements 
were made for various gas densities and magnetic field strengths. 
A very low reflection coefficient ( 0.15) was obtainable, and . 
as mmh as 22$ of the power carried by the incident r-f field 
appeamdas longitudi~zal motion of the acceierated plasma. 
Thrust levels and mass uti1:izatioiz were low, indicating a wide ' 
spread of plasma particle velocities. 
Saving satisfactorily achieved these initial gezls, we 
are now seeking to measure more quantitatively the operating 
characteristics of' improved experimental geoineLrfas ylth the 
intent of deducing this system's feasibility as a p~ap~Ssisn 
system. , L  ,S also hopec! 'c'hat the processes by which the 
plasma is accelerated b3 tind ultimately leaves the magnetic 
field cml be attacked theoretically. The status of these new 
experimental and theoretical efforts will be discussed. 

HALL CURRlENT I O N  ACCESJERATOR 
D, L. Chubb and G. R. Seikel 
NASA Lewis  Research Center 
Cleveland, Oh1 o 
Experimental potential  measurements through the annular 
Hall current accelerator have Seen completes f o r  an accelerator 
using argon. Plasma potent ia l  variat ions i n  the ax ia l  d i rec t ion 
were made with emitting tungsten probes. Results show thae the 
potential  variat ion i s  essent ia l ly  l i nea r  through the accelera- 
tor .  Also, the change i n  potent ia l  across the accelerator i s  a 
l inear  function of the magnetic f i e l d  strength ( fo r  constant cur- 
rent  and mass flow). For constant current and magnetic f i e l d  
strength the potential change with incrsasing ~ ~ s s  flow approaches 
an asymptotic value. 
Presently, experiments with the argon accelerator a re  being 
made t o  determine the electron temperature and number density. 
Probe techniques are  being used t o  make the measurements. Know- 
ing the dependence of number density, electron temperature, and 
e l ec t r i c  field on the magnetic f i e l d  stsrength, i t  w i l l  be possible 
t o  determine whether the ax ia l  electron diffusion obeys the - 
classical l/B2 expression. A theoret ica l  analysis of the accel- 
e ra to r  is i n  progpess which is  based on a three f l u i d  model and 
extends our previous work by considering an energy balance of joule heating and ionization. hel lminary  r e su l t s  of t h i s  
c lass ica l  calculation are i n  tenta t ive  agreement w i t h  experiment. 
The apparent dilemma between experiment an3 c lass ica l  theory 
fo r  the varfation of accelerator potent ia l  with magnetic f i e l d  
is  explained by notLng tha t  the i o n i z a t i o ~  is a resu l t .o f  the joule heating. Therefore, as  tF9 m a g r ~ t i c  f i e l d  i s  increased 
and the potential  increases, the ionization and electron density 
also increase, thus making plausible an approxinately l i nea r  
variation of potentia3, with magnetic f i e ld .  Prelirnfnaly results 
of t h i s  project  were presented a t  the Fourth Sjmposium on En@;ineer- 
ing Aspects of Additional experiments aimed a t  producing 
a high efficiency accelerator are  being planned. 

THE HALL CURRENT ACCEURATOH 
G. L. Cann 
Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.  
Pasadena, California 
IJAS 33568 
A theore t i ca l  and experimental inves t iga t ion  has been 
made of the operation of a r e l a t i v e l y  novel type of plasma 
acce lera tor  - the H a l l  Current Accelerator. This device 
smploys the r a d i a l  component of a frii?ging magnetic f i e l d ,  
and the  H a l l  induced curpent; of ar'l ax ia l  discharge t o  obtain 
the electromagrletic acce lera t ion  of a neu t ra l  plasma. 
A t heore t l ca l  determination is mcde of the n e t  accelera-  
t i n g  force  per u n i t  volume exerted upon the plasma. On the 
bas is  of a three  p a r t i c l e  gas k lne t i c  theory, exact equations 
f o r  the  t h ~ e e  components of the  acce lera t ing  force a r e  derived. 
The a x i a l  force component, which is  predoniinant, is shown t o  
be equivalent t o  the e l e c t r ~ s t a t i c  a c c e b e a t i o n  o f  the ions,  
the 6lectrons being "trapped" by the applied magnetic f i e l d .  
It can a l s o  be shown t o  be equivalent t o  the Lorentz force  
r e su l t ing  from the cross  product of the H a l l  induced. axirnuthal 
current  and the applied r a d i a l  mabiietic f i e l d ,  hence the  name 
Hall Current Accelerator. 
The mechanisms by which energy is t ransfer red  from the 
electromagnetic f i e l d  t o  the  gas i s  a l s o  studied. It is  found 
t h a t  the energy i s  transmitted t o  the gas through the  acaeler-  
a t ion  of  the ions only and t h a t  the electrons do not receive 
any appreciable energy d i r e c t l y  from the f i e l d ,  
Having derived the r e l a t i o n s  f o r  the electromagi-stic 
force and energy t r ans fe r   ate per u n i t  volume, a gas Jyiamic 
analys is  i s  made. Regimes of operation fcr a constant a rea  
acce lera tor  a re  outl ined, showing the inportance of the c r i t -  
i c a l  parameters 0.f' Mach numl;ers and! ion s l i p  r a t i o .  In teg ra l  
solut ions a re  obtained showing t h a t  a r b i t r a r i l y  high ve loc i ty  
r a t i o s  across the acce lera tor  a re  obtainable.  Expressions f o r  
the t h r u s t  e f f ic iency a r e  obtained and evaluated. The per- 
formance capabi l i ty  of an i d e a l  Hali acce lera tor  is  compared 
with t h a t  of an idea l  crossed f i e l d  (or  JM) acce lera tor  and 
it i s  shown t h a t  the Hall acce lera tor  has many po ten t i a l  
ac-vantages over the JxB device. 
ICnowledge of the plasma propeu8ties is  necessary f o r  the 
theore t i ca l  evaluation, p a r t i c u l a r l y & y   and^ . Since 
e e J I 
2,dequate da ta  was not avai lable ,  the values of these Hall 
parameters were computed f o r  argori and helium, the expell.ants 
of primary i n t e r e s t .  Prom t h l s  data,  performance curves were 
computed showlng the veloci ty  increments avai lable  per unit 
length of the accelerator  and a l so  the e f fec t ive  e l e c t r i c a l  
conductivity of the gas .  Txpical examples of these ca lcula t ions  
a re  shown i n  Figs .  1 and 2. From Fig. 2 i t  can be seen t h a t  
there are regimes 2.n which the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  s t rength  varies 
inverse ly  with the applied magnetic f i e l d  s t rength,  hence no 
spec ia l  mechanism need be invoked (e  .g. MHD turbulence) t o  
explain such a r e l a t i o n .  
Hall current  acce lera tors  of both cy l indr i ca l  and annular 
geometries have been b u i l t  and operaa.ted. An a r c  jet is used 
t o  generate the plasma t o  which momentun1 is  added by a 2.5 
inch d ianete2 Hz11 device.  A combination th rus t  t a r g e t  and 
calor i~neter  i s  used t o  measure the t o t a l  enthalpy and momentum 
i n  the plasma stream. Tests with the cy l indr i ca l  geometry 
showed Hall current  acce lera t ion  t c  Gccur. However, s ince  the  
r a d i a l  rl~agnetic f i e l d  vanishes on the ax i s  cf the  channel, the 
current v~ould concentrate along the center  l i n e  and not  be 
e f fec t ive ly  accelerated.  
An anniciar geometry acce lera tor  was b u i l t  with 8 radius 
r a t i o  of 2.4 and operated w i t i T  both argon and helium ulasrnas. 
The Hall accelerat ion was measured under varying conde~ions  
of' plasma derLsity, magnet-ic f i e l d  s t rength,  and acce lera tor  
c u r r e n t .  Veloc2ty r a t e s  of up t o  2.78 were obtained. A 
correlatiofi  of the experimental r e s u l t s  with the  theory a r e  
made and qua l i t a t ive  agreement i s  found. 
Experiments a re  now being conducted t o  determine the 
energy and momentum losses  t h a t  occur because of the contain- 
ing  walls. A schematic of the device i n  which these measure- 
ments a re  being made is  shown i n  Pig. 3. 
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WXTR MAGNETIC Fml'aDt3, THEORY 
Robert Hess, Philip Brackmtxn aad. B b  A. Xasaan 
NASA LangLley Research Center 
IE8rnp-b on, Virginia 
The increase t o  a peak and eubsequent decrease of the HaU. c-ent with 
increasing radial field is analyzed. me influence OR "ion s l ipn  wl%h 
respect t o  neutral, atom8 can explain the peak i f  th 1-e charge exchange 
I 
cross sections for  ion-neutral encounters copsidered. 19onequilibrim 
ioniza%ion effects are analyzed by a methot?. olrigin~lly develqped by E. A. Hassan 
for  a different discharge--tic f ie ld  g e m t ~  discussed in another paper; 
results w i l l  be presented i f i  the computer pm@m is terminated. The meaaing 
of the change irr noise s p e c t m  and its effect on the transition t o  !'turbuLentl' 
\ 
conduction are evaluated. The changcts i n  %he noise spectrum with increasing 
mgnetic field. from a single peak t o  a spectrum with multiple peaks shif'ting 
"c higher frequencies mtil the peaks submerge into a broad "tu%ulentn noise. 
&(B typical of transition t o  turbulenceo Ilte ' transition ~ p e c t r w  of 
the Kkulumtsev instabili ty for magnetic f ields above the c r i t i ca l  value has 
of . 
been shuwn t o  be similar nature.' The distinction betmen the observed / 
"tuxbulence" and -etohydrodynamic turbulence i s :  briefly made and the role 
of the ffaJ.1 effect is discussed, 
1 .  
AkM~dov, A. B. and Zai%sev, A* A*: Sovter Phyflics-~chnical m i c s ,  
vole 8, No. 2, August 1s3. 
IVS 9 HALL CURFWTPS AND 08CELLATIONS FOR STEWX LO% PFd3SSURE DISCHARGES 
CROISSED WZm MAGrnTXC FIELDS. EXPERL\IErn 
Barry Sidney, Joseph Burloc,k, Phil ip Brockman and Robert Hess 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Ramptoil, Virginia 
The vazsiation of azimuthaJ. H a l l  currents has been measured for  an axial  
discharge i n  a radial. magnetic f ie ld  a t  a variety of constant axial  currents 
varying from 1 t o  40 mperes. 
Measurements in the pressure range from 30 t o  8 p ~ g  show an increase of the 
Hall currents t o  a peak with subsequent decrease followed by another smaller 
peak as the magnetic f ie ld  iwcreases. Measurements of the noise spectrum 
at constant axial currents show first the 
8pgeamce sf a single peak i n  the 5 kc range and. magnetic f ie lds  from 10 t o  
20 gauss. With further increase i n  magnetic field, peaks with decreasing 
amp.1iWes appear a t  about harmonic frequencie;s,and the pattern of peaks i s  
shif%ed toward higher frequencies about proportionally t o  the w e t i c  field.  
A t  high magnetic f ie lds  the peaks become submerged in.tothe broad.band noise 
pattern of increasiw q l i t ' u d e .  
'"PC? - 


ELECTROMAGNETX WAVE PROPAGATION IN, 
.MAGNETOPLASMAS 
D. A. Huchital 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Troy, New York 
NsG 48-60 
A theoretical aad experimental research program on properties of 
magnetoplasmas is being pursued at Rensselaer. Following the cross 
section measurements described in the paper by Stotz, and the initial work 
in the magnetoplasma area, described in the paper by Holt, Haskell and 
Mendell, the present objective is the measurement of transport coefficients 
in a plasma in the presence of a magnetic field. 
The plasma analysis is accomplished by application of the micro- 
wave polarization techniques developed in this laboratory. The plasma . 
parameters are determined from the knowledge of the magnitude of. the 
vertical, horizontal, and right and left circular components of both input 
and output waves. A method for the simultaneous display of these quantities 
has been developed. 
The plasma will be studied in a guided wave configuration where the 
plasma cell constitutes a section of the microwave circuit, This situation 
has a considerable advantage in the fact that the microwave fields are  
completely defined at the plasma-waveguide boundary. A theoretical study 
of the resulting boundary value problem has been made for propagation 
parallel to the magnetic field. The solution to a fourth order differential 
equatior in the lo~gitudinal components of the fields determines their trans- 
verse components. Application of simple boundary conditions yields a 
deterrninental equation in the propagation constant which is solved simul- 
taneously with the dispersion relation. 
In addition a critical study of the usual theoretical formulation of the 
probl m of electromagnetic wave propagation in magnetoplasmas has been f made . The assumption that free electrons oscillate at the signal frequency 
has been examined and found to be generally invalid for an anisotropic plasma. 
1, D. A. Huchital, "On the Existence of Cyclotron Frequency Waves in 
a Cold, Collisi6nless, Ani.so tropic Plasmatr, Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute, Plasma Research Laboratory, Tech. Bpt. No, 10, Aug. 1963. 
The rigorous solution for  the particle trajectories is shown to imply 
the existence of a mode of propagation at the cyclotron frequency driven 
by the wave at the signal frequency, This mode has been named the "Hft 
(for Hybrid) niode, The expected characteristics of this mode of pro- 
pagation are presented, and its significance, especially in the case of wave 
propagation near cyclotron resonance, is described. It is shown that in 
this case the H wave may be cansiderably enhanced at the expense of the 
signal frequency wave. 
V, 2 MICROWAVE CAVITY MEANSUREmNT OF THE 
FARADAY EFFECT IN A GLOW DISCHARGE 
PLASMA 
F. R. Crownfield, Sr. 
College of William & Mary 
Williarnsburg, Virginia 
We have observed the coupling of the orthogona;l, linearly polarized, 
TElll modes of a right cyclindrical cavity due to the Faraday Effect in a 
coaxially located neon glow discharge. Measurements as a function of 
applied magnetic field are  interpreted in terms of a simple theory to yield 
an effective electron collision frequency. The values of the collision fre- 
quency obtained in this way are greater than predicted from the momentum- 
transfer collision cross-section. Some data showed anonalies near harmonics 
of electron cyclotron resonance, but these data were not reproducible. 
GUIDED WAVES IN AN A;NJ:SOTRC)PIC PLASMA 
A, Ma Ferendeci 
Case Institute of Technology 
Cleveland9 Ohis, 
NsG 198-62 
Microwave propagation in a one inch circular wave guide completely filled 
with plasma, subjected to an external d. c. magnetic field is experimentally 
investigated. Propagation constant, phase velocity and the cut-off frequency 
of the microwave field in a cylindrical wave guide are  derived from Maxwell's 
equations using the tensor dielectric constant for a cold plasma. The 
effscts of -the plasma density and the do c. magnetic field on the different 
constants of the TE limit mode are  ftilly investigated. The steady state %! plasma is produced y a hot cathode discharge of argon gas at  0.1 mm Kg. 
The phase'velocity and the propagation constant is experimentdly determined 
from the measurements of the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization 
of the microwave field and the standing-wave ratios that are  set up in the 
waveguide against the exte:nnally applied magnetic field. The d. c. mag-. 
netic field can be increased to obtain cyclotron frequencies greater than 
the microwave frequency that is used for the measurements. From the 
experimental data of the cut-off frequency of the T E l l  limit mode, one 
can calculate the average density of a plasma in a circular waveguide. The 
schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in the diagram below, 
1.- Field Coils  4 
PROPAGATTON AND DISPERSION OF HYDROMAGN%TLC 
AND ION CYCLOTRON FJAV3j:S IN PLASMAS 
IMMERSED JN 14AGNETIC FIELDS 
A .  A. Dougal 
The University of Texas 
Austin 12, Texas 
NsG-353 
Analysis of radially propag&ng tvaves & a bounded 
ma netoactive gasma was initiated. The configuraticzn is that y B e d  plasma slab, bounded by two infinitely 
large conducting plates of finite separation. The plates may 
be in direct contact with the plasma, or insulated from it by 
thin layers of dielectric materiaXs. P. static ~agnetic field 
Is imposed upon the plasma in a.direction normal to the plates. 
A current sowce with an arbitrary current distribution is 
postulated in the plasma to excite waves, The presence of 
magnetic fields in plasma volumes results in a dyadic elec- 
trical conductivity. In this work, the wave equation becomes 
a dyadic-vector Helmholtz equation. Separability was studied 
to facilitate fitting o f  boundary condibions. It was found 
that four coordinate systems, rectangular, c9rcular cylindrical, 
elliptic cylindrical, and parabolic cylindrica.1 permit separa- 
tion of the d;wd.ic-vector Helmholtz equation into terms of 
longitudinal and transverse vector components. The longitudinal 
and transverse vectors are generated by differential vector 
operations on scalar f~ictioi~s, eackof which satisfies a 
scalar Pfelml.~sltz equatAon. A Gr4een'x c'.yadic is generated from 
vector eigenfunctions to make possibXe solutions to the inhumo- 
genenus wave equation applicable to sources in the plasma region. 
The formulation developed in this work was applied to two dif- 
ferent current sources. One current source is that of a uniform 
Line current placed at the origin. The second is that of a 
uniform circular loop. current placed at the origin. The radial 
propagation of the electric and magnetic fields was determined 
for both sources, Evlzluatiox~ of the Po~ynting vector was PUP- 
sued to determine the source radiation resis~ance. The solu- 
tions detemined for $he finite ~oundaries were checked in the 
limit as the bqundaries are permitted to recede to infinity, 
An experirnenea2 investigatqon of 9rranL sheath d nam as 9 magnetosoniq - a  $Ila.f;ions i~ magnetoplasmas was inS%la ed. %f-r- -+The dynanloal bebgtv o  o a cuv~ent!sheath~forged 2n a pre- 
ionized hydrogenic p$@sma, a~pe&gpa6ed by 5 x B fomes, and 
moving through a steady stabilizing magnetic field 3.8 being 
studied. An experimental arran$ement usAng a slabi2ized 
inverse pinch was des$gned, ;tabpioa'c;ed, and p3aceB 6~00f%mXl,ly 
in operation, The experzmental arrangement has utility for 
investigating current sheath dynamics, the possible onset 
ox' magnetosonic o~bcillations, and finite resiativ%ty instabili- 
ties in an otherwise stable configuration. The experimental 
arrangement i d  characterized by: a metal and glasrs'inverse 
pinch discharge tube of approximately four inches length and 
seven inches diamete~ with an $nsulated solid conductor.on 
the oentral axis; a preSonization capaaieor discharge unit; 
a main accelerakor capacitor discharge unit; a pole type 
electromagnet to supply the stabilizing field; a vacuum and gas 
filling system; mechanical and eLectronic control circuits; and 
oscilloscopes and electronic metering circuits. fn the initial 
experimentation, plasma d2agnosti.c~ were accomplished both by 
the use of magmtic probes and ultra high speed Kerr cell 
photography. Magnetic probes consisting of small coils of 
twenty turns of wire on a fifty mil diameter fom provide 
data on the magnetic field components from which the dynamical 
behavior of the current sheath is determined, The magnetic 
probes also apply to the study of the onset of magnetosonfc 
oscillntions and resistive instabilities. The utflazation of 
simjjle mirrors and lenses with the u1tt;ra high speed Kerr cell 
camera system has made possible high speed photographic re- 
cording of the plasma sheath dynamics in this experinfental . 
configuration. Experimental observations show that a repro- 
ducible current sheath is formed in the preionized hydrogenic 
gas by the main capacitor discharge. The formation and 
dyriamical motion of the current sheath have been determined 
for a wide range of hydrogenic gas pressures, and for a wide 
range of stabilizing magnetic fields, Presently, with higher 
geak discharge currents in excessof 100,000 amperes, a search 
is in progress for the onset of magnetosonic oscillations, 
and the onset of finite resistivity instabilities. 
Experimental investigations of & resonances a~& 
c clotron wave propagation in one- and two-ion species plasmas 
mntense magnetic fields are .of interest in this 
work, The principal plasma effects of interest include: The 
propagation and dispersion of hydromagnotic and ion cyclotron 
waves under the actioh of resonant (parent) and nonresonant 
(impurity) ion-ion interaction; polfirization characteristics 
of propagated waves; effects of ion1 - ion2 collisions on 
resonances in a two-ion species plasma; and the influence sf 
plasma sheaths on ion cyclotron resonance bo determine'the 
effects of ion trajectories intersectZng plasma sheaths. The 
design of a major experimental arrangement for thAs experiment 
for this experimental researoh wae ~ompleted and Fabrioation 
of the requisite instrumentation is rapidly nearing oompletion, 
The experimental arrangement is characteriged by: a so2enoidaA 
DC magnetic ffeld system..with seven Inoh bore to produce 
magnetic fleLds up to LL,000 gauss; a prime DC power supply 
of 200 KW, consisting o f  a motor @;enerat;or set, an8 an elea- 
tronically controlle8 Am Zidyne regulator ay~tem; an RB 
exoitatian system o&nsis f ing of a g~bsed orysta3. asntsolled 
transmitter, kilowatt linear m ~ p l i f i e r ,  and a 25 KW' driver; 
a "~tix coil" t o  couple the RF drive power onto the plasma 
column; a plasma tubs of one meter length and 611 mm diameter; 
a demountable vacuum and gas filling &ys%em; and electronic 
pulse Liming and osci91ography equipment, In addition, an 
alkali metal vapor plasma tube was designed to prodme plasma 
by contact ioniza"con in the vapor mode, Parallel developmc?nt; 
of plasma diagnostic methods has been in progress. RF 
magnetic probes were designed to provide infomatSon on wave- 
length, polarization, damping of an axially propagated wave, 
and the RF field distribution. A diamagnetic probe method 
has been evaluated to provide infomation on plasma electron 
density and "cmpesature. RF power input to the plasma 1s 
ascessible through simultaneous recording of the '~tix ~ o f l "  
input voltage and current, 
THE ABSORPTXO~ OF VERTICALLY POI;ARIZED 
PLANE EUCTHOMAGNETIC WAW3S I N  THIN SLABS OF PLA$"M 
P, D. 'Rowley 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Motmtain View, CaliSornia 
Obliquely incident  v e r t i c a l l y  polarized (TM) plane 
electromagnetir: waves may 'besiimngly absorbed by t h i n  plasma 
s labs  under c e r t a i n  conditions.  An approximate analys is  f o r  
the case of I t h i n  uniform plasma s l a b  backed by a conductor 
i s  given. X b  i s  shown t h a t  f o r  t h i s  absorption e f f e c t  t o  
occur f o r  t h i s  case the c o l l i s i o n  frequency must not  be 
zero but may be small and maximuna absorption occurs when the  
frequency i s  s l i g h t l y  g rea te r  than the plasma frequency, The 
r e l a t i o n s  be tween the f requenoy, tke c o l l i s i o n  frequency, t h e  
plasma frequency, the angle of incidence, and the  slab thick-  
ness a r e  given w k r e  two of these quan t i t i e s  are depefidant 
variables.  The v a l i d i t y  of t h i s  approxiinate analys is  is  d i s -  
cussed, This absorption e f f e c t  may occur ih i so la ted  t h i n  
plasma slabs and in multiple plasma s l a b s ,  The mult iple  t h i n  
slab approxPma$ion t o  the problem of the in te rac t ion  of a 
v e r t i c a l l y  polarized plane wave with a plane s t r a t i f i e d  plasma 
region having a continuous e lec t ron  densi ty  p r o f i l e  i s  usual ly 
poor when the c o l l i s i o n  frequency is small although it is  a 
su i t ab le  method f o r  plasma regions with a s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  
electron densi ty ,  Numerical ca lcula t ions  of the r e f l e c t i o n  
coeff ic iei l t  for a number o f . t h i n  plasma s l a b  cases a r e  given 
~vhich i l l u s t r a t e  the e f f e c t ,  
CHARACTEXiISTT CS QF B I ~ ~ A G ~ ~ E T I  C&LY COI~JFItED 
- STEADY STATE PLASIqR E3AIC 
B. A -  :.1es!Xs.n & R, E, Collin 
Case 1nstitu';e o f  Technology 
Cleveland, Onfo 
NsG 198-62 
The rlesults of measuremeints on a steady s t a t e  cylLndrica1 
plasma beam which is  produced by a re f lex  discharge a r e  pre- 
sented. Spectroscopic and LangmuLr prob measurements indi- 8 cate a beam ion density grea$er than lo1 em-3 and a re la t ive ly  
low impurity density. Electrons with energies up to  about 
twenty electron vol ts  appear t o  be present, Quasi periodic 
disturbances which are  believed to be aharacter is t ic  of the 
reflex discharge have been observed. 
These resu l t s  indfcnte %hat a theoret ical  model f o r  ion 
wave phenomena Zn t h i s  t~rpe of beam should include the pos- 
s i b i l i t y  of d i f ferent  ion and electron temperatures and d r i f t  
velocities.  A n  attempt is  being nade .to use Hankel transforms 
t o  solve an idealized boundary value problen; which includes 
these effects .  
Experimental verXfication of the suitrabili ty of the model 
i s  a primary objective fo r  future experiments, 
REFLECTION OFAN 334-WAVE FROM A SHOCK FRONT 
W. H. Eggimann 
Case Ins t i tu te  of Technology 
Cleveland, Ohio 
NsG 198-62 
Velocity measurements: The velocity of a moving shock- 
f ront  is determined from the frequency sh i f t  of a reflected 
EN-wave. I n  order t o  measure the frequency continuously the 
set-up i n  Fig, 1 was used. The Doppler frequency is amplified 
and clltpped, a pulse generator is triggered by the positive 
half wave and the negative pulses are subsequently integrated. 
The resulting signal i s  displayed on an oscilloscope. It is 
easi ly  seen that  the trace gives direct ly  the position of the 
shock as a function of time, so that the veXocity is egua.2 t o  
the slope of the curve, The photograph shows the trace ~ ( t )  
a t  the top and the Doppler signal 6f a t  the bottom. ( ~ i g u r e  
2) 
Meaarement of - the  density prof i le  of a shock: IiM-waves 
are to ta  l y  reflected from a plasma sh8ckfront i f  the density 
n ( in  m-3) is larger than nf = 0.0124f , where f is the f re -  
quency of the wave i n  cps. From the standing wave pattern 
the.location of the point of tliis c r i t i c a l  density i n  the 
shock can be deduced, provzded the density profi le is known. 
Reflection patterns fo r  step-, ramp-, exponential and other 
profi les have been computed analytically and with the help of 
an analog computes. Using vraves of different  frequencies, a l l  
this information leads to aii estimate of the density prof- 
and the shock thiclcness. Experiments w i t h  3 cm and 1 cm waves 
are  under tvay. 
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The EZectroiiiagi~ctic Research Corporation 
College Parlc, l\t\lstryland 
INTERACTION OF ' PLASPIA OSCILLATIONS WITH 
CONDUCTION IN A PENNING GAUGE 
F. R . Crc)?&?nf ield, Jr . 
College of Wllliam and Mary 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
NsG 16-61 
We have observed oscillations at VHF An a Penning Gauge 
operat2ng at pressures of %he order of one mfcron of mercury 
in magnetic fields of about 200 Oersteds. The oscillations 
occur only for certain values of the anode voltage, and 
concurrent with the oscillations anomalies are observed in 
the current vs. voltage characteristic of the gauge. This 
behavior clearly indicates an interaction between these oscil- 
lations and the conduction mechanisms in the gauge. An inter- 
pretation of the nature of the oscillations and a discussion 
of their excitation is presented. The details of the inter- 
action are not yet fully understood. 
TRAMSYERSE 'I1RAVELLING WAVE PLASMA ENGENE * 
L. Heflinger, A ,  Schaffcr 
General 'i'cchnol'cgy Corporation 
Torrance, Gal if ornia  
The e n ~ i n e  ulicier developmefit employs a transverse 
t r ave l l ing  magnetic f i e l d  created by four c o i l s  sugplied from 
a megawatt l e v e l  2-phase o s c i l l a t o r .  The engine operates i n  
the region of small mean f r e e  pa th& magnetic f i e l d  s t rengths  
from 200 t o  1000 gauss and phase velocet ies  from 30,000 t o  
70,000 meters per second. E l e c t r i c a l  energy and propel lant  
are awgplied coi~tiriu.ousl~, yielding a a%eady -8 t a t e  operation 
f o r  the duratioxi of ?Ale run, rrrhizh i s  a t  present ane m i l l i -  
second. No aux i l i a ry  ionizer  is  required.  
Prl~iza;cy perf ormanee measuremezlts cons i s t  of propel lant  
masz, Lii~pulse, and energy in-jut, each t o t a l l e d  over the dura- 
t i o n  of the run. The ilnpulse measured i s  the electromagnetic 
back raeaction on the dr ive  co i l s ,  which Ere suspended as a 
b a l l i s t i c  pendulum. Prol~es and high speed shotographs a re  
used t o  biagnose the plaslila behavior. 
Results t o  date include measurements of mass and impulse, 
yieiding vzlues Tor thrus t ,  spec i f i c  impulse, and plasma 
directed. kil'letic energy. PoT example, at  one operating con- 
d i t i o n  (argon, 225 gauss, j0,000 meters per second phase 
veloci ty)  lileasurements sl~owed th rus t s  of about 1/10 pound at 
a speci f ic  iiiipulse of 4000 seconds. Efficiency measurements 
a re  i n  progress with recently cieveloped energy input  diagnos- 
t i c s .  
*Post deadline paper 
3, Reshotko 
Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
?!he disturbaace egutione for  incompressible parallel  flows i n  an 
electrically conaucting f luid have been derived for  flowing, current 
carrying conf igura..t;ions. It ie shown that the s tabi l i ty  characterist ics  
of a s  incompressible three-dl;mensioaaJ, pwal le l  flow configuration t o  a 
plane wave disturbance of arbitrary orientation are determined by the 
eolut,ion t o  a two-dimensional problem governed by the components of the 
mean velocity and magnetic f ie lds  i n  the direction of wave propagation 
and by the transverse mgnetic field,  The resulting dif'ferential equa- 
tions are a. coupled sixth-order set  for  the dieturbance velocity f ie ld  
and magnetic f ie ld  and may be solved by exact nvmerical techniques. 
An energy relation synthesizing the prior  r e s f i t s  of Stuart and 
Kovasznay is obtained for the net r a t e  of change of disturbance energy E, 
f ' is  the coordinate i n  the direction of wsve propagation 
Y' is the normal coordinate 
This re la . t i~n  shows thak energy may be transferred from the basic con- 
figuration t o  the disturbances by the action of Reynolds stresses and magnetic 
shear stresses i n  a configuration having mean vo&icity. For current 
cmxying configurations such energy t xansfer is rekcbed t o  the component 
i n  the direction of the mew current of the time-independen*, correlation 
electric f i e ld  set up by the disturbances. Disturbmoe energy is of 
course decreased through viecous and joule dissipation, A direct amlogy 
between the viscous and magnetic t e r n  is evident upon identify- the 
current as the "vorticity" of the m ~ n e t i c  field,  An est2mate of the 
orders of magnitude of the t e r m  i n  the energy relation indicates that  
for  small viscosity avld resistivity,  the aisturbance energy produced may 
exceed that diseipated leading t o  imtab i l i t i e s  not present i n  en ideel 
fluid. 
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V I ,  2 S T R U C m  OF SHOCK WAVES IN COUISXON-FRFJ3 TEPID PWWA8 
W .  P, Jones and V.J. Ros8ow 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mof f e t t  Field, Califoxania6 
'Xbe particle motions and electrolnagnetic f ields cauaed by a 
magnetic compreseion wave passing through a fully ionized, coUision- 
less  pla.rsma enibedded in a magnetic f i e ld  has been studied for  a discrete, 
one-dimensional. model by means of a. numerical analysis on an electronic 
computer. Computations made by previous authors for a model that 
assumes the ambient gae t o  be cold (i.e., zero temgerature) indicate that  
for low and high m e n  Mach numbers the netic compreseion w e e  can 
be classified into two separate regimes: 3 one consists of a series 
of equally spaced wave8 of increasing amplitude that  propagate without 
changing form3 and, (b) the other is characterized by the development 
first of a single large wave whose form then changes continuouely a s  it 
propagates. Transition from one regime t o  the other occurs a% an Alfven 
Mach number of about two. me present work shows that  such a classi- 
fication becomes obscure when the inl%lia;L plasma temperature is tepid. 
Highly ordered wave struature found fo r  the cold plmna when the W e n  
Mach number is less  than two, i s  destroyed e ~ e r p h e r e  except near the 
front of the propagating disturbance when the plasma. is wamn. Also, 
$&en the Alfven Mach number is greater than two, the development of the 
singl.? strong pulse, observed when the plasma is in i t i a l ly  cold, is 
retamed when the i n i t i a l  plasma s ta te  is t,epid.< 
A presentation w i l l  be made of results for  the two cases i n  which 
the ambien-b pla.sma temperature is cold and tepid in the form of three- 
dimensionaJ. plots of magnetic f i e ld  vs. distance and vs. time fo r  
representative values of the characteristic parameters. 
R,K, Levy, E.V. Locke, B,E, Petschek, and PaH, Ro~e  
AVCO-Everett Research "mborar;ory 
Everett, Massachusetts 
NASw-748 
A low magnetic Reynolds number h ~ h p  iLow An a simple geometry 
has been str?Zied theoreticall$ tEnd sxperimentdl%y. The magnetic f i e l d  
i s  that due t o  a aument aarrying w$re and dhe f'Jow is two-dimensional, 
A shock wave s t a n b  ahead 02 the wire and ie neaEly coincident with a 
f i e ld  line, The flow takes place in  %h%n Layer behind Iihb flhock. 
The position of the shock layer 9s f'crUnd by sett ing an hterac%ion 
parameter based on the veloci'cy behind the normal ~lhock and the thickness 
of the shock layer equal t o  a humber which analysis &owe t o  be about 1/3. 
The experiment was performed i n  e r & i  in an eleutriaa1L;y driven shock 
tube, using a shock speed of 8 mm/+mec an8 an %ni.MaZ 
Currents up t o  2.8 x 105 ampa were pulsed through %he wixa using s c q  
ci tor  bank having B quarter cycle %im of kOl(csec.. The predicted s h o ~ k  
posifion was about, 2 cm from the wife. The experimental and theoretical 
shock layer positions are rshown on Fig. 1, 
Theoretically the cwrente i n  the gas which fLow i n  the shock layer 
antiparallel  t o  the current i n  the wire are suppoaed t o  close on themselves; 
t h i s  is  imgossib2e i n  the experiment and a~ attempt has,been made t o  
measure the eXectric f i e ld  acrsocf&ed w$th t h e i r  @113~dngr Ano-&her theoreti- 
ca l  prediction is  that  since them it3 no hot gas flow behind t h e  shock layer, 
the convective'heat transfer t o  a awface i n  t h i s  region eh0ul.d be n&l. It 
i s  planned t o  use the infrared gage developed by Camac2 t o  inveetigate t h i s  
point. 
A different geometry has elso been eradied theoretically; i n  t h i e  
caae the flow is axially symmetric, The magneti'c interact$on is provided 
by a dipole having axis aligned with the flow, Since ir- t h i s  geometry 
there is no interaction along the stagnation ~ t r e a d i n e ,  a body is a l s s  re- 
quired. The theory shows, however, that  when a suitable LnteractAon 
parameter is  of the order of unityj the body exerts only a weak inf'Luenoe 
on the flow. In particular, vir tual ly  alL %he drag appew~ a t  the  uoil 
rather than at tke surface of the body. The general features of t h i s  flow 
1. R. and P e t s ~ h e k ~  A,&. , "Tne Ma.gne%ohybrodynamiod auppoP&ed 4 .  
Ilygerson3.c Shock Layer, Phys* of Pluida 41 946 ( J W ~  19637. 
are shown scrhewtically Sn Fig. 2, Otther theoret$cal results include 
%he re~olut3.on of certain diaoseptma%es appeariag i n  the 1'Lt;eratwe 
an t t s i r ~  t~ubject, and the prediction Qkf muoh gxea'ber heat t r a n ~ f e r  
reductlonra might be ach&eved in th i s  gemetry Wan had hkbherto been 
thought possLble. An experiment in th is  geometry i a  planned. 
Some preliminary atudies have been undertaken t o  relate the itx€'orma- 
t ion  on forces gained in these studies to re-~~BFJ' calcuhtLon8. 
'~amac, M. end Feiaberg, R., '!High 5 sed Imfrared ~olometer," Rev. 
~ c i .  Inser. 3 1  964-972 (~ep t .  1962 P 
FRONT OF R 0 l  
gnubn y 
Figure 1 
This figure shows the positions of the shock layer ahead of the wire, 
as predicted and as measured, Note the size of the rod and the 
position the shock would occupy i f  +here were no magnetic interaction. 
/)IisFIELD LINES 
\  DECELERATION- I I LAYER 
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Figure 2 
This figure illustrates the principal features of the thearetical mode! 
for the flow past a dipole oriented paralled to the flow. The magnetic 
field lines are dashed, the streamlines are sl id, Note the two distinct 
regions of the flow and a limiting streamline beyond which the gas does 
not oenetrate. The influence of tke body on thk flow is relatively slight, 
VI, 4 IlI l lG~i'U~BCDYNAMIC DRAG PAD SHOCK STAND-OFF DISTANCE 
T.9. Andsrson, Ching Shi Liu, R. C. Warder, Jr. and 
A l i  Bulent Cambel 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, I l l inois  
Although the enhanctment of reentry drag and communicaticsns by 
means of magnetogasdynamic effects has been kncm for  some time, the 
co~rflgwation has not been eq lo i t ed  due t o  h~xdware design limitations. 
However, recent developments concernin@; superconducting magnets offer 
enhanced possibilities. 
It is the purpose of t h i s  study t o  evalmte the validity and a n g e  
of applicability of the large number of t h e o r e t i ~ a l  a w l y 8 e ~  concerning 
magnetoaerodynamic drag and shock stand-off distance. The project w i l l  
be e-~er:lmental ia mture complemented by analyses of theoretical 
solutions t o  the problem, Thus the primary mission of the study w i l l  
be t o  dwelop a systematic correlation between variom theories and 
experiment& observations obtaineii under various conditions- 
The first phase of the proposed research would be t o  summarize the 
results of previous theoretical investigat-Ions much i n  the manner of the 
sample table. 
In order t o  evaluate the various theoretical analyses of Inagpet~ae~~dYnaIni~ 
drag and shock stand-off distance, a series of experimental studies w U  be 
performed t o  systematically exbend the preliminary studies of magnetcaero- 
dynamic drag a d  shock stand-off distance ini t ia ted in the Gas Dynamics 
Moratory. Simple model shapes such a s  the hemispherical nQse with a 
cylinikical afterbody w i l l .  be chosen fhr the i n i t i a l  studies i n  order t o  
coordinate the experimental mea~wemeats with theoretical analyses- These 
i n i t i a l  studies w i l l  be perforinsd using an argon plasma since a large 
.mount of propertfes and tabular data have been a c c d t e d  concerniq the 
thermophysical &ate of argon plasmas. If a s  a resdt  of the experimental 
studies it is found that  existing magnetoaerodynamic drag and shock stand- 
off distance theories are inadequate, specific analyLica1 studies w i l l  be 
undertaken. 
Occe the applicable analytical treafments are determine3 as a result 
of t'ae experimental meadurement~ ih the aT$on plasma, %he sacmtl phage of 
the proposed research project win be to dbtain 1M&gn&oaemdgtmm&c drag' 
and shock si;and-off distance data of an engineering nature UEL- nitrogen 
, 
and simulated a i r  plasmas. No complications are expected aa far a s  t h e .  
thermophysical data awe concerned because extensive tabular data of the 
properties of nitroget and oxygen have been calculated. 
It is hoped that t h i s  study w i l l  provide a be%ter under&anding of 
fundamental concepts as well - - as a bet ter  insight into the potentialitiers 
of va r iou~  applicat ionu. 
PREZIMINARY 'PESTS I N  THE JPI; KQUID SODXUM TUNNEL 
Jet Propuleion Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 
A l i q a d  sodium tunnel has been designed and constructed t o  study 
magneto-fluid dynamic effects, It is described and the results of 
preliminary experimente presented. 
Comparisons are made between to t a l  pressure, rrtatio pressure and 
velocity profiles i n  the t e s t  sectton with and without an applied 
magnetic field. 
Signif'icant difTerences are noted in  the two situations and hypoth- 
eses are presented t o  account for them.- The most profound effects seem 
t o  be caused by entry and exit phenomena, i.e., the intceraction which 
occurs when the fluid flows into and out of the w e t i c  f ie ld  region. 
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VII, 1 THEORE!FICAL CUftF-VOLTA(fE CURVE I N  LOW-PRESUHE CESIUM 
DIODE FOR ION-RICH EMISSTON 
C. Me Goldstein 
NASA Lewis Researoh Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Current-vol%age cheracteri6tico for the tw-rspecierr colliaionless, 
infinite parallel-plate themionio biode have been computed for  ton rich 
emiscrion. St is ahawn that over a wide range of a( (ratio of ion t o  
electron emission charge density) the t w o  species t o t a l  ion current 
characteristic differs appreciably fromthe single egecies characteristic 
based on Langmir'r) solutioae. In  addition, it is shown that the net 
current characteristic is even more l iable t o  m2sintexpretation due t o  
the non-negligible electron current, even for 1-e # . 
z! TH3 EEFZCTS OF EUCTRON HEATING ANR TON SLIP ON THE 
PERFORMANCE OF AN MHD G-OR 
I?, A. Lyman 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The work described herein is the calculation of the effect of electron 
heating on the psrformance of a magnetohydrodyrxamic generator. The bi 'b ia l  
calculations dealt with argon seeded with mall amounts of cesium.Two 
effects were of particular interest: first, the effect of varying the 
amount of seed, and second, the effect of varying the mag;ne'c;lc f i e ld  and 
gaa pressure. 
!T!he basic theory of non-thermal ionization a t  elevated electron tem- 
peratures was formulated bg- Kerrebrock, and the application of the theory 
t o  MHD generators was made by Hurwitz, Strtton, and Tamor, and by Wright 
and Swift-I3ook. The present calculations depart from the, above analyses 
i n  two respects. Firs t  of all, it was noted that  electron-ion cOUisi0118 
m y  be the dominant process for  energy exchange between the electrone and 
the heavier particles, and this fact  was taken into account. Secondly, 
it was found that the electrons could a t ta in  sufYiciently high eneigies 
t o  ionize the argon, in fact, the ion densities due t o  the cesium and the 
argon were found t o  be comparable a t  electron energies of less  than one 
electron volt. 
The inclusion of the two facts  mentioned above i n  the theory led t o  
an interesting result regardiag the amount of seed required f o r  maximum 
power. It was found that the highest power density was attained ~ t h o u t  
seed. 
Although ion d i p  has a deleterAou8 effect on power generation for 
sufficiently h u h  magnetic f ie lds  or sufficiently low gas pressures, t h i s  
effect can be minimized by operating the generator a t  %he proper prelsure. 
Large magnetic f ields require hi@ operating presfiwes, but for  the highest 
f ields which axe presently attaj.nable the s t a t i c  prerrsures required t o  mini- 
mize ion s l i p  are not unreasonable. 
The above re~luLts were presented a t  the 4th Synrposium on Engineering 
Aspects of Magnetohydrodynamics i n  April 1963 and are contained i n  a pro- 
posed technical note. !l!he work is now being continued along the following 
line. 
The previously mentioned theoxy is based on f1rs-b order trmaport 
theory. Since it is blown tha t  the difference %etween firs% order and 
second order t r an~por t  coefficien.t;s is appreciable, the second order 
theory f o r  a part ial ly ionized gas developed by Burgere and Pipkin was 
applied t o  the electron heatf ng pmb&em. 'Phe results of the 8eoond 
order thetwy gave slightly more optimistic values fo r  the power. 
The work i a  now being extended in two eirect %Ome First, an attempt 
AR currently being made t o  ob6ain 8 fairly rigorous rjreuond order transport 
theory which will include the effects of elevated electron temperatures 
and qtatial nonuniformities. Second, the effect of ineh&ic  coJlisiorv~ 
wU.1 be included within the framework of the situpler model. 
XI* D, NS~hols 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
MKD Generators =e now beirg considered f o r  w e  i n  Etpace f o r  a t  
least  two reasons (a) as an alternative method should turbines and other 
schemes f a i l  t o  be developed, or (b) if the top temperatwe tha t  can he 
achieved is limited by the Lw'blne rather than by the reactor, At 
preseat it seems %hat the turboelectric systems w l l l  be lighter, 'barring 
some breakthrough i n  the aesign of MID system components. However, if' 
reactors can be devehped t o  deliver gas a t  temperatures apgroachbg 
3000~2', then the turbine w f f l  paasibly have t o  be re$Laced by an MHD - 
Cererator, Con~equently, i n  the everit that; would 'be chosen fo r  e i ther  
of the above reasons, its feasibi l i ty  is being studied. The eimplest 
scherae yet proposed i n t e r n s  of Bjrstem com~o~ents  3,  the $ingle f lu id  
generator whose electr ical  conductivity exceeds the equilibrium value 
by means of magnetic f i e ld  ionlzatiori. Theoretical calculatione f o r  a 
linear, constant area Fmaday genepator operating a s  a part of a Bxayton 
cycle have been made. Upon incorporating certain parameter optbdzations, 
the calculated resul ts  show defintte promise. 
This ty-ge of genemto-r T ~ X L  therefore be studied experimentally using 
Argon as the work- fZuid, The cycle w i l l  operate con-binuously with a 
maximum gas temperature of 4000~R, a maximum pressure of 5 at~ospheres, 
a masa flow ra te  of 5 lb/sec with the f lu id  entering the constant area 
generator channel at Mach Number 3. Power output should be of the order 
of a few hudrea kilowatts, 
VII, k 
R.E. Schwirian and E. J. Morgan 
Case Tmt i t u t  e of 'J?echnology 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Solution~l have been obeained i n  the paat fo r  the foUowing 
rot  a t  ing induct ion generator problems : 
1. Vortex generators d t h o u t  viscoeity and aestuning tha t  the pertur- 
'ba,tfons i n  the magnetic f i e l d  are  rrmW (small magnetic ReycioZds ambers) 
and that  the perturbations i n  the f lu id  f i e l d  are small. The electrical 
conductivity is  assumed t o  be a simgXe acalar. Numerical sohxbiona have 
been obtained f o r  a number of  value^ of the r a t i o  of the inner radius Lo 
the outer radiwb f o r  several values of the length t o  r ad iw  ratio, and 
for  one value of the slip. The effect of viscosity has also been 
examined. 
2. Solid body rotation, wa in  for  small magnetic Reynolds numbers. 
Numerical solut:f.ons have been obtained f o r  various values of the  r ad iw  
ra t io  and various values of the length t o  mdius ratio. 
More recently? a solution has 'been obtained fw the inf ini te ly 
long hollow cylinder f o r  a l l  magnetic Reynolds numbers. Computations I 
for  various radius rat ios  are  now being completed. 
In order t o  verify some of the above solutions, experbental 
measurement@ of torque eind dissipation have been made on hollow and solid 
metal cylinders of various length t o  radius ra t ios  placed i n  a rotating 
uniform magnetic field.  
VII, 5 A M A G ~ O D Y D R O D ~ C  E ~ C T R I C  PO= GENERATOR U S ~ G  
SEEDED COMBUSmON PRODUCTS OF CYlNWEN AND OXYGEB 
P b  hch tman  
NASA Ungley Research Cenker 
hngl,ey, Virginia 
En an effor t  t o  develop a amall, Ji litwelght and eff ictent e lectr ic  . 
power. supply fo r  possible moderate-time f several days) application Sn space 
miaaiom, an analyeis has been made and laboratory t e s t s  have been started 
for  a constant Maah number electr ic  power gexsrator. The working f lu id  
of t h i s  generator is the combustion productfl of the cyttnogen-oxygen flame 
seeded with cesium. !Phe theorebical determination of generahr  efficiency 
and power output capability was mde wing a computer program bvolving 
the one-dimensional momentum and energy equ%iona, following generallg the 
work of S h e m n  but with some innovations t o  account groasly f o r  the effects  
due t o  heat transfer m d   kin friction, 
The resul ts  of the calculation are  presented Lo ahow the influences on 
the generated power due to: (1) the magnetic field, (2) the Mach. nmber, 
(3) the loading, and (4) the heat-transfer level. These resu l t s  show tha t  
for  both the heat tranefer and the inviscid case, the m&x3mum power is 
generated a t  M = 0.9, The results also show that 902 the oatse of no heat 
transfer and skin f r ic t ion  and with a magnetic f i e l d  (of 20,000 g, power of 
about 3.8 kw could be produced from a solld electrode generator 10 cm long 
whobe channel area varies from 1 cm2 at the in l e t  Lo 3 om2 at the outJ.et. 
However, when heat transfer and skin fr ic t ion are  considered (for a wall 
temperature of l!j000~) thSs same gener&or will only p2oduce 5.4 kw, 
Increase of the wall temperature t o  3000% increases .%he genera'bed power 
to 2.1 kw. 
Using the reslilts from t h i s  analysis 8 generator was designed and built ,  
and tests  have recently begun, Componentia of the generator, i n  add%%ion Co 
the generator section, hcludes combustion chamber, vaetxum system, and a 
large iron-core* H-frame magnet capable of mctints,hing a f'teld ~ t r e u g t h  of 
up to 20,000 gauss, 
Experimental rersultrs are presented t o  show the gene~a%ed pow@ a s  s 
function of 1?e~ifi%ifp9 load, and aa volt-currene pl0't;a or 3 0 ~ d  LineEt. P1,ots 
are given for various magneticu@leld ~ t rengbhl  and sesd%ng gsxo~n6qea.. 
Gdso preseated are presmre distrLX,~ttions aZsq %he uhannelp and buU plasm 
c o n a ~ ~ t l ~ i e y  and coUirition f'requenoy mea~urementfrr+ Mean@ t o  &prove %he. 
generatox p e r f o m o e  and direct ion8 for  future efQo&s are die~ussed, 
MIB) A-C POWEB ~ R ( I T I 0 N  
HvBv Woadaon 
Mbesachusetts hoLitu+e of Teohnology 
Canbridge, Massachusetts 
This research progrsm hvolwa i2ie theoretioal. a d  experjlmentaJ. 
study of two types of MIID 8-0 power  generator^ that  do not uae capsoi- 
tore or spohrbnous corxlemere; t o  supply reactive power. Aa a rea\il.t, 
these  generator^ provide the possibility 09 generatin& a-c power 
directly by an MIID procerrs *thou% the crippling dim6mtagerr 
iqpossit by a neoeasity % supply reaeLim 2ower by conventio~&l Eeans. 
One generator is a conduction type generator in  whhh the gyra'bor 
effect 3.~ used t o  W e  one inductance tune another iriductarrae. 'Phis 
end is tlecomglished by crass-coupling two condu&ion generators i n  an . 
appropriate m e r  or  by using the He3.J. effe&. 
Theoretical reaulta obtained *hue 'far show *ha% both conduction 
generators ~hould opera'be mcceasfblly when *he basic machine -26 
capable of' opemtlon ae a 1seJ.f-excited d-c generator. %us far the 
operating frequenoies attainable with gas conditions tW me typical 
for conkinuowly operat- machines w e  ~omewkat low, Work is under- 
way t o  investigate different geomCr3les =d operating condi%iona %ha* 
may enhance performance. 
A second generator is the wave-type generator a t o h  uses magne%o- 
acowbic waves t o  couple between 'PluItd-flow power and electric  pow^ ' 
i n  a distributed electric c i r ~ ~ i t i r  This caupllng i e  anaXogow t o  $hat 
which occurs in beam-type tuicxow&ve tubes. XnitiaJ. anakvses that used 
a mall-sitgnsll model. with weak coupling between gas a d  c,Srcuit indicated 
machine sizies Lao Uree t o  be practicale More recoxxb atugde~ eo&idekQ& 
tighter coupl* h v e  shown that %he machine size for  suaces&d4 operat4,on 
may be reduced signiflcarrbly. 
Experhen%$ on both machine types are being performed vi-bh modified 
hom0pola;r configura%A~ns~ !Base pWed experimentw use toxoidal. channea 
Jxa, kthich part of the ohannel i a  we& as a &Aver ar~d part a s  a Q;e& 
st.dic.ab Xn both ctcmsl we have obt&;tned essen%f&f.Xy &#eat?@ $&ow olf: gad 
with h&h enough oonduetivi4iy and, ve3,qq.i$y over rr long endugh ~gel?iud of 
time t o  pwFom sm p r e l w r y  e~rper&nents.. me ohjacrti &n ewh A# 
t o  produoe gui.tab2e couditiona fa+ s b u 8 y a  Z;ba IUD Zntaraobioxrs %hat w i l l  
occur i n  *he Cyo types of genem%ore o;lteiil above' 
3.isp:r ..;=i~il o f 'wk!?.-ent; ;%dia'cie:i Prm allt Inf'~-6red =d 
opt? -,a1 ,riat;ar i2ai ~:5'0i>&3 f - 5ocgr&1eLi to a, 37.a5&8 fliled @pti$cal 
ceeos%i;irr *ies s , ~  .i?riai';nth~.13 oBserveG PQC ' E ~ G I L P J  p e ~ ~ f l . t a  binle f z-c ~ G Z Y ~ ~ G ;  e.ux-ti  ;k$lt43;. ;~~? .a~; -~e f i : c~~t  QE gdi);~lna e3ec t ~ o n  density, 
P: 2 ~ 3 1 ~  0i1-LJiet ~$EJ_E$+ 2s ~ T ; ~ L - I K  %I, ;nyd~t.t~gmic gas a$ 1GO 
fr;tcrono ~ P ~ : ~ s u ' ? c  33 :=- 33 s'~cg&he%t 3~1,oar-hi@ pczwer rad3.o 
ti5ea,uenxy i:~eixbd tcr . ( 3  J A I .S.  H=J, - :-8QG eagss peak, gveheetlng 
$ 2, fLcW '.:rOI.t-;CP a ,$ BB ~FFQZPR th3n -200 volts/cm i r l  plabma 
- pa~t,Lql;Kgi 3 oaized i3:xX &rtrfracskd' Sn ti--%] ~ ~ 1 2  ris.ing Yeverse . 
lE, b2aS ?frr&.. Cu%i)J.ete 5cmizoi;ioi: A;? effec-bed wiehln thrze 
nz3??~se~onds. A ;yeciszll;lr dfs;zned c~ntxr=~o\zs have 3sLXuin- 
w a n  CI~%&C&:! a?iese?;' deii~er-3 coher'~?nt LnTrared at 33,goc' b 
?-:is a~uteretl% v,i,sfbls at 6328 R i;l zr single outpat bean from 
o w  fif the %ass=; The p x g $ p ~  Lube altk qua~tz w i ~ 3 ~ w s  P  
-1aca~94 ise%iee:i rhe- agtica!* rnaa3f::~ slid an eacSerr~dI glmarx re- 
t';.ee:U'~: f oraix~ -3 glab~na :':111194 reso i :~La~  s$rcw?;l,y ccrlipled t o  
%:;a optics:: maser. - b siiL:?~ d-axc31: ~ p 2 1 - k ~  khb2 qutp1; bean; 
kAe' 33sgOZ % r&3ra%ris &~i. i ,% %rt;~gt? the wares i n to  +he pl&sma 
f.i&lsd rsglrn; $ 3 ~  4328 p5&ir;C1oul- 5.3 refleeted d i rez l fp  
Prori .G28 ~ ~ i e r  LirTc~e&%ki<@r a r 7 r ~ ? . t i & l X e p  phul,u%f;u.ii& 02 2. piloto- 
c~:a2u~Zduc~ $etec'r,c>r. D.i.sp~s1on of $f?i. j3,zfiC) A radiaCicsr? 
. F*,- i&e :35&93tx &Xer tronz ef reec tS 3 ,  f raQ~e!~r,y cbi f t  of :;he plaale 22: l c d  resrra tor  rhich is . s:xwinglj soug.l&d tlrno~~gh the 33,900 
gear0 V.I the e1:+,ienl ~ G . . s ~ E ,  ~ M L S  c;wplinq results fn - 
sj.in~.~.lt;;rttezl;s ,~~\1p3.b%udet m-w3ulal;$sn :;f the 33 990 md 6 3 ~ 3  
f ~ a h l o n .  The am~liiu6e ~f iobuiat i~x~.  o? t!;e 6'j& 3 $e detacted, 
The &,?ze !7zV$3t$3n cf 8ecS;inl sg gasma- e l e c t ~ o i ~  daw;tG-~y -$~z;;n ,< E 5xAQ 3 pes: c;Q at 5 micr~aecoxiGs Gvor a ges~oci-af IGtf  wt12.2~~- 
seconds .;is expri~centslLy 2b-s~-vet's,, ' l 'hea~ exp;z~~e. ' ix ta re-. 
s u l t s  c ~ t ' t $ " ' - ~  Mxe a~Ed.ytiCa> pz ettScit2sne by the a;:%h&r tha't; I 
&$p~eclsbifr -d&ser-~aAon of tc;h.er snir Liiili~arkd Ci,sii?lc -. 
radia.ki.gn fi. 24 ia&ses8 -ai%ich i p  3.3%w&ote4 ' w i a  plasmas 1 
w ~ u l d  dc*t)sr. " $ 2 3 F ~ 5  q. .., , -- 
* < 
-. - 
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VIII, 2 R&J?E 9F m R G Y  LOSS OF ENERGETIC EIIECTRONS IN A PLASMA: 
I THEORETICAL 
M.R. Smith' and WoB. Johnson 
Case Institute . of Technology 
Cleveland, Ohio 
NsG 198-62 
Theoretical values of the rate of energy loss of energetic 
electrons passing 3hrough a plasma have been computed. The model 
used was that corresponding t o  an electron-electron collision 
with a suitable adjustment of the maximum cutoff distance t o  account 
Tor collective effects. The cross-section employed was the Mott 
scattering relation sr as  t o  include the contribution due t o  the 
indist inguishabiiity of the electrons. Appropriate sverages, of 
t h i s  cross-section over the plasma electron velocity distribution 
were made so as t o  account for  the skewed Mexell ian distribution 
caused by a moving plasma. This  was done t o  estimate the effects of 
a plasma formed by a strong shock wave such as would be expected i n  
the experiment described in  the following aper. For typical plasma 
parameter5 (T * 30,000°k and * 5  x 10lg electrone/cm3) the rate of 
energy loss was computed t o  be approximately 90 volts/cm- Ca3culatiom 
excluding the effects of collective oscillation excitation characterized 
by the maximum cutoff parameter taken t o  be the Debye length yield 
energy losses lower than the above by almost one order of mgnitude. 
Thus it is seen that the excitation of plasma oscillations is the 
dominant mechanism for the loss of energy 5y electrons traversing 
a plasma. 
V I I I ,  3 RAaE OF ENERGY LOSS OF ENERGETTC EMEl!RONS IN A Pm4: 
We& Johneon and M.R. Smith 
Case Institute of Technology 
Cleveland, Ohio 
An experiment is beiag performed t o  measure the rate of energy 
l o s ~  of high energy electrons upon tpveraal of a plasma. Mono- 
energetic electrons wkth an energy of 3500 volts are incident %*on 
a high temperature plaspla produced by a linear electmmgnetic shock 
tube. Simultaneous measurements of absolute line and continuum 
radiatiorr intensities are taken wing time resolved spectroscopic 
techniques. &om theee are Mered the plasma temperature and 
electron density. Typical values for the temprature and electron 
density are 3 x 1&k and 5 r 10~balectmne/cd, respectively. Slur- 
a single discharge of the capacitor bank four complete scans of the 
energy spectrum a t  different electron densities of the transmitted 
electrons are accoqlicrhed electronically. The number of trammitted 
electrons as a function of energy for all four scan6 ;ts displayed-on 
a slng;le oscilloscope. Energy selection is acconrpliehed by us& a 
biased Faraday cup detector. Data f r o m  theee experiments w421 be 
compared with the theory given i n  the previous @per and t o  other 
theoriee. .!!!he data obtained w i l l  also give inforp?ation regding 
the approach t o  equilibrium of a group of electrons initiaUy having 
a S-function energy distribution. Init ial  data will be presented. 
Apparatus used in these experimentct is shown i n  the accompaaying 
phot opph.  

D.N.. Bowditch 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
One of the important qpantities in  plasma source or thmrstor operation 
is the to ta l  plasma or ion flux expelled. The plasmas$ studied by our 
group a t  the Lewis Research Center generally have number densities of about 
10" parbicles per cLc., and electron temperatures of 10 volts or more, 
making sheath thicknessesl less than one mr.tlI.meter. !Cberefore, it ia im- 
possible t o  penetrate the plasma with an electric f ie ld  which would 
separate the ion and electron currentls ao that one muat Oallect the ions 
a t  the edges while reflecting the electronsL 
To keep the measurement from disturbing the pls~mg, an electron cur- 
rent equal t o  the ion current murrt be collecte&. If high energy electrons 
are refLected a t  the ion collecting surfetae, and low energy electrons col- 
lected, then a net power is added f o  the electror, gas, which Increases the 
ionization. This power can be kept negI.jaibly smsll by segmenting the ion 
colleator t o  minimize current, and by suitable choice of an electron col- 
lector. 
- .  
For accurate mea~~ement, here must also be negligible recombination 
and a predictable amount of secondary electron current . For atomic plasmas, 
it appears, from the theory of reference I, that. l i t t l e  recom3ination should 
take place over a distance of 10 cm for iknsfties a s  high ae l a 4  particles 
per cLc. and electron temperatun of one e.v. or more. Hagatrum (reference 2) 
has shown that Auger ejection is the method& secondary electron proauction 
for noble gas ion bombardment. He has found that over a range of' 10 ev t o  
1000 ev, *here is a fa i r ly  constant secondary eniission coefficient for  the 
noble gases on tungaten and molJit>denum. Therefore the secondary electron 
current can be predicted for  co3lectors on the wall or i n  a thrustor exhawt. 
A program has been unde1 way a t  the Lewis ~oaearch Center t o  determine 
if flux measurements can be made without significantly Sistorting the plasma, 
Configurations under investigation are segmented conducting walls dometream 
of the exit, low solidity screens across the exit, a ho~~eycomb ion collector 
across the exit, and ~ m l l  f at probes, perpedicular t o  the flow, tha2; are 
large with respect t o  Che Debye length and smaU with respect t o  the mean 
free path. The idea i n  all. cases i s  t o  place an electron reflect* sheath 
in  the path of the ion owrent. These probes are being investQa*tied down- 
stream of a P.I.~, type discharge in Argon) wbose che,rac%eristici are de- 
serLbe8 in reTerence 3. The plasma properties are m~arrured by interpreting 
the eleckron saturation region of a Langmuir probe 0,001" in diameter, 
and 0.2" low, The electron current is more isotropic t h a  %be ion 
current i n  the t m e  af plasm investigated, and +he small probe ~ & z e  
limits the e l e c t ~ o n  natwation current t o  at most a few miUiasnps i n  
a 1-3 anrp discharge. 1% has been determined that  the ion f lux  can be 
meamred using conductin@; co la with no aplpreciable energy addition t o  
the p2asm. ThLs can 'be done by segmenting the walls, and htaahg two 
se@en%a so tht the segme~at; with a elightly higher 91aaZ;t~g ~?oZ;errCial 
collects ionnp aria the ather segment coLlects an equal. e l  c5ron ourrent. 
!Che ather probes a r e  stil l  b e L i  inves%igated. 7 
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J*R, Jedlicka 
NASA Ames Reeearch Ceater 
Moffett Field, CdLiforkia 
Probes were intie.&ed in en aro heated atream a d  meamremen; of 
the u x B induced volt-e was mde. Velocity by time of SXtght of 
random s t r e d  ionization level -8 measured concurrently t o  provide 
a d*c& conpmison with the -day Probear 'Phe ~ a s i c  problem 
appears t o  be one of identif'ying or separating the 3.nduced mltege 
from the IangPnxir voltage which always accomlpaniee it. Pomlble 
solutions t o  the problem are diecussed along with b s i c  1initaDions 
of F m h y  Probes. 
AN PROBF: SYEPEM TO MEASURE TKE CONWCTIVnY AND 
VELOCITY 03' PLABW 
V*J. ROBBOW 
NASA Ames Be~tearch Senter 
Moffett Field, California 
Some resulks w i l l  be presented of a study made on a system of 
small coi ls  des5gned t o  measure the electr ical  conductivity and 
velocity of the plasma stream produced by the constricted-arc 
jet  wind tunnel of the Magnetophsmaayhau?.?c~ Branch a t  Ames. One 
probe is excited with RF power and the o%her probe# measure the 
impressed f i e ld  a s  modified by the streaming fluid. A theoretical 
study of the magnetr\fluiddynamic interaction relates  the magnitude 
of the measured f i e lds  t o  the conductivity and velocity of the 
plasma, 
